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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Method of Approach in This Paper 
In the introduction I will try to define the prob-
lem from the point of view of organized labor. In the next 
section of the introduction, I will set forth the general 
characteristics of the white collar worker. As part of this 
section, I will set up limitations on my subject. While the 
definition of "white collar'' worker in this paper is neces-
sarily broad, it should be noted that most of the future 
discussions will be concerned primarily with the clerical 
worker . It would be p ossible to write a paper on each of 
the levels of white collar employment. Because the clerical 
group is the largest and offers the greatest potential for 
union organizing, I believe it would be more profitable to 
focus attention on this limited area, rather than try to 
make gerieral comments which may or may not be true of all 
white collar groups. It is obvious that a professional 
engineer would have somewhat different interests and prob-
lems from an office file clerk . The last section of the in-
troduction wil l trace briefly the history of white collar 
unionism . 
Chapters two thru five wi ll develop the following 
points more fully: 
1 
2 
1. The percentage of white collar workers in the labor 
force has been gradually increasing since 1900; however, 
the acceleration in growth which occurred in the 1950-60 
decade is expected to continue . Now white collar work-
ers actually outnumber blue collar workers. 
2 . Union membership among both blue collar and white collar 
workers has been stagnant in absolute terms and decreas-
ing in relative terms since the peak year of 1956. 
While the bulk of blue collar workers are already organ-
ized, white collar workers remain largely unorganized. 
3 •. There are many reasons for the slow growth of white 
collar unionism, including psychological and sociologi-
cal characteristics, union attitudes, weaknesses of the 
union movement, and management res i stance. 
4. However, there are some mitegating factors which may 
dispose white collar workers to accept unionism in the 
future . Among these factors are i mpersonal working con-
ditions, automation, and comparative wages and salaries. 
Chapter six will explain more clearly some of the 
implications of the analysis for (a) management, (b) unions, 
and (c) unorganize_d white collar workers. Finally , chapter 
seven will present conclusions . Included in this section 
will be future predictions, recommendations to labor and 
management, and a personal evaluation of t he whole problem. 
It is my hope that this study will be of value to 
both labor and management in the clarifica.tion of issue-s and 
problems and in suggesting possible cours es of future action. 
3 
Problem 
Unions are confronted with their second life and 
death struggle in twenty-five years. In the 1930's they 
succeeded in adjusting their structures and successfully 
organized the mass production industries of steel, automo-
biles, chemicals, etc. However, these great gains were con-
centrated primarily in the blue-collar sector of our labor 
force. 
Now the blue collar worker, who accounts for 85% 
of the 18 million union members is decreasing in numbers •. 
The unions must find replacements among the white collar 
workers who h ave traditionally resisted unionization. If 
they do not break out of their "blue-collar shell 11 , the 
power they now wield will be short-lived.1 
lLester Velie, Labor U.S.A., (New York , Harper 
Brothers , 1959), P• 286. 
4 
. \~ite Collar Workers 
Definition 
In the broad sense, white collar workers are those 
employees who possess the following three attributes: (1) 
paid peri odic salaries, (2) perform clerical sales, techni-
cal, admini strative, or kindred functions, and (3) usually 
wear conventional dress in the performance of their occupa-
tions. In these respects, white collar workers are general -
ly distinguishable from blue collar workers who , (1) work 
for hourly wages, (c) perform construction, production, 
maintenance, or delivery functions, and (3) who wear either 
work clothes or some k ind of uniform in the performance of 
their jobs.2 
The white collar work force encompasses a wide 
range of occupations, including typists, corporation execu-
tives, department store salesclerks, and nuclear scientists. 
Most of the non- fa r m self-employed and most g overnment 
employees are white collar workers. The four major occupa-
tional groups classified as white collar workers by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics are:3 
2J.F.Kiernan, "Unionization of V'lhite Collar Workers; 
Past , Present, and Future," Office Executive, XXX IV (July, 
1959), P• 27. 
3c.A. Barry, ttvlhite Collar Employment: Trends and 
Structure," Monthly Labor Review , LXXXIV (January, 1961), 
P • 11. 
5 
1. Professional, technical and kindred workers 
2. Managers , officials, and proprietors 
3· Clerical workers 
4. Sales workers 
However , for purposes of this paper, the term 
"white collar worker" is limited to those white collar 
workers who are eligible for union;zation. This narrower 
concept excludes all managers, officials, and self-employed 
proprietors. It also excludes those professional, techni-· 
cal, and kindred wor kers who either operate as independent 
contractors or who perform supervisory functions as part of 
their work. The white collar group as defined in this 
paper includes all clerical employees. Under this, general 
categories would be stenographers, typists, bookeepers, 
telephone operators, clerks of various grades, office rna -
chine operators and worke rs who perform kindred functions. 
The group would also include inside sales employees (such as 
those employed in department stores and retail outlets), and 
outside sales employees (such as those employed in manufac-
turing , service and wholesale establishments, other than 
route drivers or route salesmen) •. In addition, the white 
collar group would also include those professional and 
technical employees (such as engineers, scientists, design-
ers, and draftsmen), who perform no supervisory functions. 
All of these categories are susceptible to unionization.4 
4Kiernan, Office Executive, XXXIV , p. 27. 
6 
However, the emphasis in this paper will be on clerical 
workers, because these are the most numerous and poorly paid 
of all white collar groups. 
Despite the diversity of white collar occupations, 
there are several common traits which provide a character-
ization of the white collar worker. Originally, a white 
collar occupation was one which did not require special work 
clothes. Through usage the term came to denote work which 
was performed in an office rather t han physical labor, and 
work which stressed formal education. In these respects, 
the term is still largely applicable. 
In general, the education and income of white 
collar workers is higher than those of any other group in 
the labor force. They experience little unemployment and 
generally are paid a salary rather than an hourly wage, and 
receive more liberal paid vacations, holidays, and sick 
leave than other workers .5 
However , these are general trends, which may or 
may not be true in a specific instance. Moreover, as will 
be seen later in the paper, there is more diversity within 
the white collar group than there is between the different 
occupational groups. 
History 
C. Wright Mills has written a classic study of 
5Barry, Monthly Labor Review, LXXXIV, p. 11. 
7 
white collar workers, entitled White Collar~ In this book 
he discusses their history, psychological and sociological 
characteristics, and attitude toward labor unions. 
According to Mills the white collar group can 
scarcely be considered a group. It lacks a past, present, 
and future. It is a conformist movement without unity. For 
these reasons, it remains unorganized in both a literal and 
figurative sense. 
The white collar people slipped quietly into modern 
society. fuatever history they had was a history 
without events; whatever common interests they have 
do not lead to unity; whatever future they have will 
not be of their own mak ing. If they aspire at all 
it is to a middle course, at a time when no middle 
course is available, and hence to an illusionary 
course in an imaginary society. Internally, they 
are split, fragmented; externally, they are depen-
dent on the larger forces . Even if they gained the 
will to act, their actions, being unorganized, 
would be less of a movement than a tangle of un-
connected contests. As a group, they do not threaten 
anyone; as individuals, they do not practice an 
independent way of life. So before an adequate idea 
of them can be formed, they have been taken fgr 
granted as familiar actors of the urban mass. 
Mills emphasizes the fact that the position of the 
white collar worker has changed for the worse through the 
years . 
Before the First World War there were fewer little 
men, and in their brief monopoly of high school edu-
cation they were, in fact , protected from many of the 
sharper edges of the workings of capitalist progress. 
They were free to entertain deep illusions about 
their individual abilities and about the collective 
trustworthiness of the system. As their number has gram, 
6c. Wright Mi lls, White Collar, (New York, Oxford 
University Press, 1950), p~ ix. 
8 
however, t hey have be come increasingly subject to 
wage-worker conditions. Especially since the great 
depression have white collar people come up against 
all the old problems of capitalistic society. They 
have been r a cked by slump and war and even boom~ 
They have learned about impersonal unemployment in 
depressions and ab out impersonal death by techno-
logical violence in war. And in good times, as 
prices rose faster than salaries, the money they 
thought they were making was silently taken away 
from them.7 
However, Mills believes they have a major influ-
ence on our century. In fact, many of their characteristics 
are also characteristics of our society as a whole. 
Yet it is to this white collar world that one must 
look for much that is characteristic of twentieth-
century existence. By their rise to numerical 
importance, the white collar people have upset the 
nineteenth century expectation that society would 
be divided between entrepreneurs and wage workers. 
By t heir mass way of life, the y have transformed 
the tang and feel of the American experience. They 
carry, in a most revealing way, many of those 
psychological themes that characterize our epoch, 
and in one way or another, every general theory of 
the main drift has had to take account of them. 
For above all else they are a new cast of actors, 
performi~g t he major routines of twentieth-century 
society. 
7 Ibid.,. p., XV • 8rbid-, p .. ix. 
9 
History of White Collar Unions 
1778-1935 
The history of white collar unions and the history 
of unionism, in general, ran parallel for many years. The 
first seeds of unionism are shown as far back as 1778, when 
the first strike on record in this country occurred. This 
was the strike by printers in the city of New York. In 
1825, unionization began. The United Tailoresses of New York 
was the first trade union composed entirely of women, and 
marked a starting point in efforts to organize female employ-
ees in industry. Before the Civil War, most unions were 
local craft organizations composed of printers, carpenters, 
shoemakers, tailors, ironmolders, and similar craftsmen. 
After the Civil War , these unions became organized on a 
national basis and affiliated with the American Federation 
of Labor which was organized in 1886. 
Prior to 1937, the general policy of the American 
Federation of Labor and it's affiliated craft unions was to 
l imit membership to workers in specific crafts and to re-
frain from organizing unskilled workers or industrial work-
ers in mass production industries. In 1905, the American 
Federation of Labor chartered various federal unions and 
ga ve them jurisdiction over the organization of retail 
clerks and other white collar workers . The Retail Clerks 
Protective Association was the first union in the field; 
10 
but these federal unions were relatively unsuccessful in 
their organization efforts.9 
In 1900, only 2.5% of white collar workers and 
8~2% of the blue collar workers in this country belonged to 
unions. The net result showed 6.5% of the labor force org-
anized. After the First Vorld War, a scarcity of labor and 
a more favorable government attitude caused a great increase 
in unionization. By 1920, 8.1% of white collar workers and 
21.5% of the blue collar workers were organized, so that 
unionized employees accounted for 17.9% of the labor force. 
However, as usual, there was an inverse correlation betwe en 
prosperity and union strength . The prosperity of the 1920's 
did not bring a union boom. Technical advances, craft-type 
unions, poor union leadership, and vigorous employer opposi-
tion were some of the factors contributing to the union de-
cline.10 
Until the depression, white collar workers felt 
they were superior to manual workers. However, their view 
changed somewhat during the 1930's. Economic developments 
completely altered their status. The depression shattered 
their world and revealed how insecure their position really 
was . Mary Vorse has stated this in the following manner~ 
The depression was writing a lesson on the walls of 
history: that all workers are subject to the same 
9Kiernan, Office Executive, XXXIV , pp. 27-28. 
10Mills , P• 302. 
11 
economic laws; that the brain worker who has in-
vested a small fortune in his training is no more 
secured against destitution than the lowest paid 
typist or laborer.ll 
Up to 1935 union membership statistics had been showing a 
steady decline. Figures for 1935 show 5% of white collar 
and 12.1% of blue collar workers unionized. Union members 
accounted for 9.6% of the labor force. In other words, 
union membership declined almost 50% between 1920 and 1935}2 
1935-1962 
Favorable legislation, court decisions, worker re-
captivity, industrial unionism, and the war boom, all con-
tributed to the labor boom in this period. However , unions 
of blue collar workers grew more rapidly because organizing 
drives were centered on them . 13 
The formation of the Congress of Industrial Organ-
izations and the chartering of the United Office and Pro-
fessional orkers of America were the events which really 
stepped up the drive to organize white collar workers. This 
union was composed of a number of small, formerly independen~ 
white collar unions.14 At it's peak it claimed 85,000 mem-
11M. H. Vorse, Labor's New Millions, (New York, 
Modern Age Books, Inc., 1938) , PP• 184-185. 
1211Ulls, p •. 302. 
13rbid. 
14Kiernan, Office Executive, XXXIV, p. 28. 
12 
bers. 15 
The activities of the United Office and Profess-
ional Workers of America and the success of the Congress of 
Industrial Organizations in organizing the mass production 
industries alerted the American Federation of Labor to the 
threat to it's jurisdiction and the necessity of making a 
change in it's policy of limiting membership to craftsmen. 
Many of the American Federation of Labor unions undertook 
the organization of production and other employees along 
with craft employees. In 1945 , the Office Employees Inter-
national Union was chartered and g iven jurisdiction over 
office workers . 16 During this time , it was made public that 
certain high ranking officials in the United Office and Pro-
fessional Workers of America belonged to the Communist 
party. This resulted in the downfall of the union and left 
two strictly craft unions actively organizing white collar 
office workers. These were the Office Employees Internation-
al Union and the American Federation of State, County and 
Municipal Employees. The former now claims membership of 
60,000, and the latter of 200,000. This combined membership 
of 260,000 represents a slow but steady growth . 17 
Other unions with limited jurisdiction over work-
15a. Strauss, 0 fuite Collar Workers Are Different" 
Harvard Business Review, XXXII (September-October, 1954), p.~. 
16Kiernan, Office Executive, XXXIV , p. 28. 
l?nchanging Ratio of Clerical and Production Work-
ers Spurs Union's Interest in Office," Office Management, XX 
(January, 1959), P • 45• 
13 
ers who might be classified as white collar workers are the 
actors and artists; letter carriers and post-office clerks; 
retail clerks; retail, wholesale, and department store 
clerks;. state, county and municipal employees; teachers; 
railroad and commercial telegraphers; engineers and scien-
tis t s; Federal employees; and the Alliance of Independent 
Telephone Unions. 
In addition, several industri al. and craft unions 
include white collar workers among t heir numbers. Included 
in t h is group are the Teamsters, Clothing Workers, Automo-
bile Workers, Steelworkers, Electrical Vorkers, Oil and 
Chemical Workers, Atomic V orkers, Railroad and Steamship 
~ orkers, Communicat .ion Workers, International Association of 
Machinists, and the Engineers and Scientists Guild.l8 
In 1956, shortly after the merger of the American 
Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organizations, 
three policies concerning white collar workers were announc-
ed:l9 
1. To proceed to organize white collar workers. 
2. To attempt to settle jurisdictional disputes which were 
holding back the organization of the group. 
3· To hire 120 new organizers who were familiar with t he 
whi te collar problem and to provide funds for the purpose. 
As of the present time, none of the three policies have been 
successfully carried out. 
l 8R . N. McMurray and J. Sull ivan, tt:unions Change 
Strate(gy to Organize i.hite Collar \~orkers," American Business 
XXIX November, 1959), P• 7. ' 
l9W .. ff· Lange, "Target for Tomorrow; the White g~1i4~ Employee,' Office Executive, XXXIII (February, 1958), 
CHAPTER II 
· LABOR FORCE TRENDS 
Among non-agricultural industries, the greatest 
employment gains over the years have occurred in the service 
producing sectors. These are the industries of trade, fi-
nance, insurance, real estate, transportation, communication, 
public utilities, services, and government. At the same 
time, the goods producing sector of manufacturing, mining, 
and construction has bee.n relatively stable. At the begin-
ning of the 1950's, the United States became the only large 
industrial country in the world to have more workers engaged 
in service activities than in the pro~uction of goods. 
The growth in numbers of white collar workers is 
clos.ely related to the expansion of service producing in-
dustries where white collar workers are concentrated. Blue 
collar employment, concentrated in the goods-producing in- .· 
dustries, declined despite significant increa ses in trade, 
finance, and service.20 
1900-1950 
White collar workers have been increasing both in 
numbers and as a proportion of the total labor force since 
the beginning of the century. However, t h is growth has been 
20Barry, Monthly Labor Review, LXXXIV, p. 15. 
15 
particularly pronounced in the period following World War II. 
The primary source of occupational data prior to 1940 is the 
decennial census of the United States. Changes between 1900 
and 1950 are thus indicative of general trends rather than 
precise measurements . 
In 1900 there were 5 million white collar workers 
representing 28% of all workers in non-farm occupations. 
Blue collar workers outnumbered them more than 2 to 1 , 
accounting for nearly 57% of the non- agricultural labor 
force . The remaining 15% were service workers . Among the 
white collar workers , clerical workers comprised the smallest 
single occupational group . The number of professional work-
ers was. slightly less than the total number of private house -
hold workers . 
Between 1900 and 1950 the number of white collar 
workers increased by about 300%, while blue collar and 
household service workers , both increased by less than 150%. 
Thus the white collar portion of the non-agricultural labor 
force increased to two- fifths and the blue collar and 
service workers' shares dropped to less than one half and 
one-eighth respectively . 
Among white collar workers , the greatest gains 
occurred in clerical work , which rose from the smallest to 
the largest white collar occupational category . By 1950 , 
one out of every three white collar workers was a clerical 
worker . As a result, clerical workers rose from 5% of the 
non- agricultural labor . force to 14% in 1950 . Stenographic, 
16 
typing and secretarial occupations alone increased eleven-
fold during the first half of the century . Such great in-
creases are due to the volume of record keeping that has 
grown and developed in all phases of industrial activity . 
~hey are also due to the expansion of industries such as 
banking, insurance , and government where accurate and de-
tailed records are particularly essential . 
The composition of the blue collar and service 
worker labor force also changed between 1900 and 1950 . The 
introduction of the assembly line and the breaking down of 
complex tasks into simple , repetitive operations increased 
the need for operatives, as many of the specialized skills 
of the craftsman and much of the physical work of unskilled 
laborers were taken over by machi nes. Labor- saving home 
appliances reduced the need for private household workers . 
On the other hand, general service workers grew at a rate 
slightly higher than that of white collar workers . 2·1 
1950- 1960 
The decade of the 1950 ' s brought a continuation of 
the long term trend in the employment of white collar worker~ 
Between 1950 and 1960 , total white collar employment rose 
27% from 22 .4 million to 28 . 5 million, reaching 47% of total 
non- agricultural employment and 42% of the t otal labor force . 
In contrast to the gain of 27% in the white collar 
21 ,1. Ibid ., pp . 11-~. 
TABLE 1. 
PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION OF MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUPS (1900-1960 ) 
Major occupation group 
\~ite collar workers 
Professional, technical, & 
kindred workers 
Managers , officials , & pro-
prietors, excluding farm owners 
Clerical & kindred workers 
Sales Workers 
1900 
17 . 6% 
4 ·3 
5·8 
3 .,0 
4 ·5 
1910 
21 . 3% 
4·7 
6.6 
5·3 
4·7 
1920 1930 
5·4 
6.6 
8.0 
4·9 
6.8 
~~ 
6. 3 
7 ··5 
7·3· 
9· 6 
6 .. 7 
8 .. 6 
8 .. 7 
12 .. 3 
7· 0 
Manual workers 35 ·8 
10 . 5 
12.8 
38 . 2 40 .2 39 ·6 
12 . 8 
15 . 8 
39 ·8 41 .1 
Craftsmen, foremen, & kindred 
workers 
Operatives & kindred worke rs 
Laborers , excluding farm & 
mine worl{ers. 
Service workers 
Private household workers 
Service, excluding private 
household 
Farm workers 
Farmers & farm managers 
Farm laborers & foremen 
12 •. 5 
9· 0 
5··4 
3· 6 
37 · 6 
19 ·9 
17 -7 
11 .6 14.6 
12 .0 
9· 6 
5·0 
4.,6 
30 · 9 
it :a 
13 . 0 
15 .6 
11 .6 
7 .. 8 
3· 3 
4 · 5 
27 .. 0 
15 .j 
11 .7 
11 .. 0 
9·.8 4 .. 1 
5·7 
21.2 
12-4 
8 .. 8 
12 . 0 
18.4 
9··4 
11 .7 
4·-7 
7 •. 1 
17 .4 
10 .4 
7·0 
Note: Groups do not always add to lOO% be ca use of rounding. 
14 .. 1 
20 .4 
6. 6 
10.5 
2. 6 
7 ··9 
11.8 
K± 
10 •. 8 
10 •. 2. 
lh . 5 
6 •. 5 
37 · 5 
12 •. 9 
18 .. 6 
6 .. 0 
12 •. 6 3·' 
9·-3 
7 ·9 4 .. 0 
3·9 
Source: U. s . Department of Commerce, 1900- 1950; U.s •. Department of Labor , 
1960. 
TABLE 2. . 
MANUFACTURING EMPLO~~ENT 
A. Major Occupational Groups Employed in Manufacturing 
(In thousands) 
1952- 1955 1958 1961 
Total employed 16~270 l7 , 05~ 16 ,101 16 ,820 
Profesa.ional & technica~ 
workers 858 939 1,,383 1,503 
Clerical & kindred workers 1 ,E22- 1,E35 2,061 2,110 Sales workers 62. 77 5.83 58~ 
Craftsmen, foremen 3,226 3,2.:00 3,220 3,28~ 
Operatives 7, 30tt 8,063 t>,514 t> , 979 Laborers 1,30 1,2.83 975 930 
% Chan~e, 
1952'- 19 1 
32 
75 ·2 
9·8 25.8 
1.7 
- 4 .J.i_ 
- 28 .7 
Note : Does not include managers, officials, and proprietors. Figures 
are as of April each year . 
B. Selected Vlhite - Collar Occupations as a Percentage of Total 
Manufacturing Employment 
Professional & technical workers 
Clerical & kindred workers 
Sales workers 
1952> 1955 
5· 5% 11.3 
2. .. 8 
8.6% 
12 .8 
,.6 
Source: Unpublished tabulations of the Bureau of Labor Statistics based 
on Bureau of Census Household Surveys. 
..... 
o:> 
TABLE 3• 
PRODUCTION & RELATED WORKERS AS A PERCENTAGE OF TOTAL 
EMPLOYMENT IN SELECTED INDUSTRIES 
(1947-1960) 
Industry 1947 1951 1955 1958 
All manufacturing 83 . ~% 81 . 7% 83 . 9% ~5 ·4% Lumber & wood products (except furniture) ~2 . ~1 - 9 ~0 •. 9 9 · 5 Furniture & fixtures 8 . 2 6.1 4 · 5 83 . 0 
Stone, clay & glass products 87 -5 86 . 2 84 .1 81.2 
Basic steel 87 · 9 87 . 1 8R . 7 81 . 4 Machinery (except electrical) 79·3 77 · 8 7 •. 1 69 . 2 
Electrical machinery ~b ·9 ~~ :~ ~3 -1 6z.o Motor vehicles & equipment 3 · b 2.6 
Aircraft & parts ~3 -2 ~3 ·7 68.4. ~, :~ Ship & boat building & repairing 8 .2. 7·0 85 ·~ 8 .o Food & kindred products 78·3 74 .1 71. 70 .1 
Textile mill products 93 · 8 92 .4 ~1 .4 ~0 - 3 Apparel & other finished textile products 91 . 0 8, .7 9·G 8 . 8 Paper & allied products 87 · 3 8 · 9 82 . 8o . R Chemicals & allied products 7~ · b 7l eb 67 · 3 62 . Petroleum refining ~ · 7 ~2 . 2 65 · 7 63 •. 1 Rubber products 1.5 0 . 7 79·0 75 · 9 
1960 
~5 - l% 
9 · 8 
83 · 3 
80 .7 
81 . 0 
69 · 5· 
6() .4 
78 . 
~8 •. 3 
2., 69 . 
~0 . 1 
9 · 3 
bi:Z 
63 · ~ 76 . 
Note: Production and related workers include maintenance workers , working 
foremen, and various service workers such as janitors, warehousemen , etc., who are 
closely associated with the above production operations . 
Source: u.s . Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics . 
...... 
'-0 
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occupations during the 1950's, blue collar workers increased 
by only 1 million, or about 4%. Virtually all the advance 
occurred among skilled craftsmen and foremen . 22 
Therefore, as of 1959 white collar workers had 
come to constitute 42 . 4% of the total labor force, while 
so-called manual workers were only 36.9%. The remainder were 
people employed in services and on farms. Just nine years 
ago these figures were just about reversed with manual work-
ers showing a comparable lead over white collar workers . 
In the manufacturing sector alone, the number of 
semi-skilled operatives has been stationary. In the past 
eight years, the number of laborers has declined over 12%, 
while the number of professional workers has increased near-
ly 65% and clerical and kindred employment has risen over 
13%. From approximately 20% in 1952, clerical~ professional , 
and sales employment has risen to approximately 24% of the 
manufacturing total in 1960. The heavy relative declines in 
transportation and mining have also lowered the proportion of 
blue collar workers while a corresponding rise in government 
and service employment has meant a proportionate increase in 
white collar employment.23 
22Ibid.' p. 1.4 .. 
23rndustrial Union Department, AFL-CIO, and the 
American Labor Education Service, "Vfuite Collar Workers in 
Industry," Summary Report of Staff Seminar, (New York City, 
December 1-3, 1960), P • 1-2 . 
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The following examples, cited in the 1960 Industri-
al Union Department seminar at Harvard University, show the 
trend even more vividly. Between 1948 and 1959 ,. production 
and maintenance workers as a proportion of total employment 
in the chemical industry declined from approximately 75% to 
62%. In petroleum refining, the production and maintenance 
proportion fell from 75% to 64% . Moreover, the shift aw~y 
from production and maintenance workers appears to be great-
est in companies where technical innovation and general ex-
pansion are the greatest. These are the companies which will 
be expanding employment in the future. This tends to make 
the latter statistics even more significant.24 
By 1960, white collar workers were clearly the 
largest occupational group . Previously, white collar gains 
represented agricultural losses, with white collar workers 
advancing slightly or holding even. In the past decade, 
farm employment declined, but so did the manual or blue 
collar work force . 25 
In 1962, clerical and kindred workers were still 
the largest white collar occupational group.. According to 
24Industrlal Union Department, AFL-CIO, "Collec-
tive Bargaining Problems of Professional and Technical Work-
ers in Industry," Summary Report and Conclusion of IUD Semi-
~' (Harvard University, January Ui-17, 1960), p. 1 •. 
25E. M. Kassalow, "New Uni on Frontier: White 
Collar orkers 11 , Harvard Business Review, XXXX (January, 
1962 ) , pp .41-42. . 
22 
Bruce I. Blackstone, office education specialist for the 
Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, there are now 
10 million clerical and k indred workers . This group repre-
sents 15 . 1% of the labor force and makes office workers the 
second largest single emp loyment group. About a third are 
male and two-thirds female, representing 7 . 1% of the total 
male and 30 . 7% of the total female employment . 26 By 1960 
the white collar worker was clearly the largest occupational 
group . 
1960- 1970 
Projections of labor force evolution into the 
1960 1 s show a further development of these trends . The 
Bureau of Labor Statistics points out that great increases 
in the labor force will take place in the 1960•s and early 
1970 ' s . But these studies also note that these increases 
will be led by heavy additions of professional, technical, 
and clerical workers, with much smaller increases of manual 
employees . Projecti ons by t he Bureau of Labor Statistics 
f or 1970 sh ow that white collar employment will continue to 
rise faster than total non- agricultural employment . By 1970 
white collar workers are expected to number about 37 million, 
and account for 48% of total non- agricultural employment . 27 
Automation of office procedures will not reduce 
26u1962 Weekly Office Salaries,tt Office, LVI 
- (August, 1962) , p . 70 . 
27Barry, Monthly Labor Review, LXXXIV, p. 14. 
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the number of clerical and office jobs. The 37 million white 
collar workers predicted for 1970 represents an increase of 
nearly 9 million over the 1960 figure. As clerical workers 
now represent 34% of the white collar work force , it seems 
reasonable that the 9 million increase would result in a 
minimum of 3 million more clerical jobs in the next decade.28 
As mentioned previously, Non-production workers 
are expected to rise to about 50% of the work force during 
the 1960 1 s . In the steel industry, theae workers are ex-
pected to rise to one-third of the industry work force. And 
by 1975 the white collar group is expected to exceed the 
blue collar work· force by at least 10%. 2·9 
Carol Barry has smnmed up the preceeding predic-
tions in the following way : rrThe postwar trend in non-produc-
tion worker employment seems to have been accelerating in 
recent years. It appears evident that the larger part of 
future employment will occur in the service sector of the 
economy and that most of the additional employees in non-
farm-goods producing industries will be white collar work-
ers.1130 
28"More White Collar Jobs By 1970, Not Fewer," 
Office Executive, XXXVI (April, 1961), P • 41~ 
2
-9Livingstone, "The Transitional 'iorld of the 
White Collar," The American Federationist, LXVIII (March, 
1961), PP • 6-7• 
30Barry,, Monthly Labor Review, LXXXIV, p. 17. 
CHAPTER III 
UNION MEMBERSHIP TRENDS 
Present 
The trade union movement in the United States has 
up to now been of a predominantly manual worker character. 
According to ·the latest survey of union membership by the 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, only 12% of American union 
membership is drawn from white collar ranks. Industrial 
Union Department surveys of five typical key major industri-
al unions in the metal-working field suggest that less than 
5% of the membership of these unions is drawn from the white 
collar ranks . This is true despite the fact that data shows 
in industries such as machine ry or aircraft the white collar 
employment has come to constitute as much as 30 or 40% of 
total employment.31 
Union membership has been on a plateau since 1955· 
According to government figures, between 18 and 18.5 million 
American workers are now membe rs of some 200 unions. The 
Department of Labor's 1958 survey of union membership showed 
a decline in union membership both relatively and absolutely. 
Because the size of the labor force has been going up stead-
31I.U.D., AFL-CIO, and American Labor Education 
Service, Summary Report of Staff Seminar, p. 2. 
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ily , unions now cover a smalle r percentage of the total 
civilian labor force . 32 In 1956 labor unions had 18,500,000 
members . The figure had dropped to 18,,100,000 in 1958 •. For 
a while, union leaders rested on the rationale that the 1958 
recession was the cause of the membership decline . But the 
return of better times has brought no improvement in the 
membership picture . 33 
A new survey of union membership claims was made 
public on November 27, 1961 by the Labor Department . Follow-
ing is a summary of the findings: 
1 . AFL- CIO unions and independents reported membership 
totaling 18 , 117,000 in 1960 . This is 52,000 below 
1959's total and 360 , 000 below the peak year of 1956 . 
2 . Unions are failing to keep up with the growth of the 
labor force . Only 32 . 1% of employees in non-farm jobs 
belong to unions . 35 •. 1% be longed to unions in 1954. 
3 · About 2 . 5 million white collar workers belong to unions . 
This represents an insignificant increase of 8,000 since 
1958 .. 34 
The drop in membership that began in 19.57 has not 
been checked. Steelworkers, autoworkers, and miners are 
32 11Quest For Unionists Getting Tougher", Business 
~~ (March 5, 1960) , P • 47 • 
33L. Stessin, "Managing Your Manpower," Dun's 
Re view and Modern Industry , LXXIV (August, 1959), p. 48 . 
34°Who ' s in Unions: Official Survey , " u.s . News 
and ·orld Report , LI (November 27 , 1961), p . 97• 
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among the big losers. Moreover , the membership loss has not 
resulted solely from losses in independent unions outside 
the AFL~CIO. In 1957, there were 192,751,000 dues paying 
members in the American Federation of Labor-Congress of 
Industrial Organizations. This figure had dropped to 
12,400,000 at the end of 1961.35 
To summarize the preceding statistics, the Bureau 
of Labor Statistics has estimated that there are now 18.5 
million union members in the United States. Since 2.5 
million represent white collar workers, there are 16 million 
blue collar workers in unions. In terms of percentage, the 
white collar workers accounts for about 13% of the total 
membership of the national and international unions.36 
Each year t he National Technical Survey Committee 
of the National Office Management Association collects in-
formation concerning the union movement in offices. uest-
ionaires are sent out to about 2,000 companies of all sizes 
employing nearly 500,000 employees. Since the participants 
represent a cross section of the types of business and 
services, it is felt that a fair picture of office union-
ization is obtained. In the 1961 survey about 94% reported 
that their offices were not unionized, while 6% were union-
35"union Problem: The Rolls are Shrinking ," u.s. 
Newa and orld Report, LI (November 27, 1961), P• 97·----
36L. E. Badenhoop , "Pay Levels in V'ffii te Collar 
Occupations, lt Monthly Labor Review , LXXIV (December, 1961), 
PP • 11-12. 
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ized. Only 10% said their office workers had been approach-
ed by union representatives, while 90% said their employees 
had had no contact with union organizers. About 3% said 
they had evidence of their employees being interested in 
joining a union, while 83% indicated their office employees 
were definitely not interested in belonging . The rest ad-
mitted they did not know the attitude . 37 
In the 1962 survey, the same figures for office 
unionization were shown; only 6% reported that their company 
offices were fully or partially organized; and only 10% re-
ported their office workers being approached by a union rep-
resentative , however , 6% had evidence of employee interest 
in unions, compared to 3% the previous year • .38 
The reliability of these figures as well as the 
point of view of the respondents, is open to question . How-
ever, this is the most comprehensive survey outside of the 
government , concerning the subject of office unions . Vfuile 
the absolute figures are not strictly reliable, they do give 
an indication of general trends. W. T. Cavanaugh, executive 
director of the association has commented on the 1962 survey: 
Quite apart from any hai r splitting on figures, the 
results of our two recent N. O.M.A. surveys tend to 
confirm that unionization in the traditional sense is 
making almost no progress , if indeed any, among white 
37c . E. Grinder, "Unionization in the Office; 
N. O. M.A ., n: Office Executive , XXXVI (January, 1961), PP • 11-12:. 
38N . O •. M.A. Survey, "Office Unions,n Best's Insur-
ance News, LXII (February, 1962), p . 47• 
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collar employees . 39 
On the basis of the fore going facts, it would be 
easy to conclude that unions are making practically no pro-
grass among white collar workers . However, Wendell French 
points out that white collar membership has doubled in the 
past ten years .4° In other words, as the white collar work 
force was increasing 5 ·4%, unionization of white collar 
workers has increased 100%. Naturally, the statistical base 
has a very great influence upon these percentages . However, 
they do indicate that membership figures are not as un-
favorable to unions as mi ght seem at first glance . 
On the surface, these statistics indicate a loss 
of organizing momentum and crusading z.eal . They can also be 
interpreted as a sign of stagnation . But Professor Richard 
Lester of Princeton feels they are actually the continuation 
of a historical trend of 70 years . He points out that labor 
has increased in terms of membership only in periods of war 
or major depression . As examples he cites the deep economic 
decline of the 1890 1 s 1 the time of ~orld War I between 1914 
and 1920, and during the years between 1932 and 1945 when the 
depression of the 1930's was followed by Vorld War II . In 
other words , good times usually mean bad times for unions . 
Even though there is precedent in past labor history for 
39Ibid., p .. 48 . 
40w. L. French, "White Collar Discontents; Symp-
toms and Solution,." Management Review, XXXXIX (July, 1960), 
p . 11 .. 
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stability, union leaders expect to further expand union 
membership as a matter of necessity . The white collar work-
er appears to be the most likely prospect for the future . 4 1 
4111~uest for Unionists is Getting Tougher,t' 
Business Week , (March 5, 1960) , PP • 47- 48 . 
30 
Future Potential 
Employment statistics divide white collar workers 
into four categories:. clerical, the largest with about ten 
million;. professional and technical, with seven million; and 
sales workers, with about four million. Some 7•5 million of 
this total of 28 million are not considered potential union-
ists because they are in management. This leaves 20.5 
million actual or potential unionists in the white collar 
field. Since 2.5 million of these are already unionized, 
there are now approximately 18 million unorganized white 
collar workers in the United States.42 
The breakdown of unorganized white collar workers 
is as follows:43 
Type of job 
Clerical workers, mostly office 
Retail clerks, insurance, sales 
Nurses and teachers 
Engineers and technicians 
Auditors and accountants 
Office machine operators 
Million 
8.5 
6 •. 3 
2.0 
o.6 0.4 
0.2_ 
18.0 
There are now approximately 24 million blue collar 
workers . Of these, about 16 million now belong to unions, 
42 "Here Comes Union Drive on Office Vi orkers, 11 
Nation's Business, XXXXVII (February, 1959), p~ 67. 
43stessin, Dun's Review and Modern Industry, 
LXXIV, P• 48 •. 
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leaving an organizing potential of 8 million .44 Most of the 
unorganized blue collar workers are now concentrated in the 
deep South and other sections which traditionally opposa 
unionization. It can be clearly seen that the future of 
unionization in this country will depend upon the ability 
of unions to organize white collar workers. 
44J. J. Bambrick, "White Collar Unionization," 
Vital Speeches, XXVI (October 1, 1960), P•· 764. 
CHAPTER IV 
REASONS FOR SLm GR TH OF UNIONS 
AMONG WHIT'Jf""COLLAR ~ ORKERS 
Sociological and Psychological Characteristics 
In popular writing, the white collar image is 
often a target of aspiration ; but in serious literature , it 
is often a subject of lamentation . Mills discusses two 
novels which deal with the white collar worker in modern 
life. The first is a novel by J . B. Priestly called Angel 
Pavement . This describes the 11 tortured and insecure 
creatures from the white collar world of London". ~~e 
second is George Orwell's, Coming~ For Air . Mr . Bowling 
is portrayed as a salesman who represents all white collar 
workers,. He describes his position in life as follows: 
There's a lot of rot talked about the sufferings of 
the working class. I'm not sorry for the proles 
myself ••• The prole suffers physically, but he is 
a free man when be isn't working. But in every one 
of those stucco boxes there's some poor bastard who's 
never free except when he's fast asleep and dreaming 
that he's got the boss down the bottom of a well and 
is banging lumps of coal at him. Of course the basic 
trouble with people li~~ us is that we imagine we've 
got something to lose .4' 
Mills emphasizes that the white collar worker 
suffers psychological rather than physical h ardship. He is 
drifting with no firm roots or loyalties to give life mean-
45Mills, p. xi. 
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ing. Certainties of the last two centuries have disinte-
grated and nothing has replaced them. There is no plan of 
life. Loyalties are manufactured by the popular culture of 
our mass society (print, film , radio, and television).46 
At work, there is no contentment. There is no 
pride of craftsmanship, because nothing is made . He turns 
to synthetic excitement in leisure; but this neither eases 
nor releases him. Self-alienation now is part of the im-
personal means of livlihood . Personality as well as time 
and energy is sold for a price . Traits such as courtesy, 
helpfulness, and kindness are now practiced by those who 
would not ordinarily have them in the absence of strong 
economic motivation . ~Here are the new Macheavellians, 
practicing their personal crafts for hire and for profit of 
others, according to rules laid down by those above them.tt47 
Social Status 
One of their defining characteristics is the 
social esteem or status white collar workers have success-
fully claimed . Their psychology is the psychology of pres-
tige striving. George Strauss also emphasizes the element 
of status in white collar psychology: 
They are essentially middle class in outlook. Many 
are possessed by the Horatio Alger dream of working 
up from office boy to president. Even though he may 
46Ibid, p. xvi. 
47Ibid . ~ p. xvii. 
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be paid less than production workers , the typical 
white collar worker is convinced that his job is high-
er in status because it is more dignified, closer to 
the boss, and offers
4
§reater opportunity for initia-
tive and discretion. 
John Livingstone, Director of the Organization for 
the American Federation of Labor - Congress of Industrial 
Organization, reaches much the same conclusions: 
The white collar worker is concerned with personal 
respect, dignity, and recognition. He believes that 
the white colLar worker world is the same as tradition 
and that other workers , organi zed workers, have 
forged ahead economically and in security, some will 
try to hold on to any shred of justification for 
continuing to serve in what might otherwise be an 
inferior past . At least, he thinks, he has prestige . 
He is treated as an important individual; his pro-
gress is a matter between himself and his employer 
and depends up on his own abilit~ and initiative. 
He is respected; he has status.49 
Mills discusses the bases upon which this prestige 
is built and also shows how these have been weakened in 
recent years . Prestige is based, first of all, upon the 
white collar worker's style of appearance. In most cases, 
they still do wear their street clothes to work~ It is also 
based upon association with entrepreneurs and management. 
Today, the association has largely broken down as offices 
become more like a factory assembly line. As relations with 
supervisors break down, prestige is sometimes borrowed from 
the company itself. The standard historical basis for 
prestige is that white collar work requires more mental 
48strauss, Harvard Business Review, XXXII, p. 74 •. 
49Livingstone, The American Federationist, LXVIII, 
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capacity and less muscular effort than wage work . This is 
still popular though the t e chnical differences have been 
lessened . The time required to l earn skills and how they 
are learned has been an important basis for prestige. Many 
white collar worker skills are still required at school 
rather than on the job. While white collar occupations con-
tain the highest general level of educated people, there will 
be a continued narrowing of the educational gap between 
white collar and wage worker . As the general educational 
level rises, the level of education required or advisable 
for many white collar jobs falls . Prestige is also based 
up on racial and national origins . Previously , the white 
collar jobs went to the "native Americans," while the 
I 
foreigners or minority groups worked at lower status jobs . 
Currently, there are few foreigners and soon virtually all 
Americans will be American born . 50 
Mills has summed up his arguments in the following 
manner: 
Every basis on which the prestige claims of the bulk 
of the white collar employees has h istorically rested 
has been declining in firmness and stability • •• 
Although trends should not be confused with accomp-
lished facts , it is clear that many trends point to 
a "status proletarianization" of the white collar 
strata .. 51 
5°Mills , PP • 241-248 .. 
51rbid . , p . 249 
11Great American Dream" 
Another important factor may be labelled the "Great 
American Dreamu . 1l'ne man who works in the plant or factory 
is likely to accept his job as his ultimate lot in life. 
·ith the exception of the young women in transition from 
school to marriage, the white collar worker tends to aspire 
to something above his present occupation. Many dream of 
becoming executives.52 Today management provides a measure 
of security for the white collar worker . Clerks develop an· 
"imagined potential" . Since they are physically close to 
management, they feel they are a part of management . In 
appearance , it is almost impossib le to tell the top level 
executive from the clerk . 53 In short, it is felt a white 
collar worker who joins a union has given up all hopes of 
advancing into management . It is tantamount to admitting a 
failure in life to achieve the dream of moving from office 
boy to corporation president . 
Women Workers 
With women employees there is the difficulty of 
the 11until" problem. Women work until they get married, 
have a baby, buy a car, etc . 54 Consequently, t hey're not 
too militant about schemes to protect their job rights and 
P• 8 . 
52McMurray and Sullivan , American Business, XXIX, 
53E. Ziegler, Men Vlho Ma~e Us Rich, (New York, The 
Macmillan Company, 1962), p. 124. 
54Ibid. 
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seniority , when they feel their jobs are only temporary any-
way . This fact becomes particularly significant when it is 
r ealized that women constitute 67% of all office workers . 55 
At the beginning of the century it was felt a woman's place 
was in the home . Since that time the social mores have 
changed , and the proportion of women in the labor force has 
risen from 18% to 30% . 56 
It is agreed that many unmarried women who are not 
faced with responsibility for their own support, do look upon 
work as a temporary matter . But an increasing number of 
women are returning to work after they are married and their 
children have grown up . These women tend to have a longer 
range view of their place in the labor marker . The omen's 
Bureau of the United States Department of Labor made a survey 
which proved that the majority of women now consider them-
selves responsible for dependents . 57 
Howard Coughlin agrees that many women work out of 
necessity and do have a long run view of their labor force 
participation . There are 2 . 6 million women in the white 
collar force with children under six years of age . There 
55nchanging Ratio of Clerical and Production ork-
ers Spurs Union's Interest in Offi ce , ;r Office Management , 
XX , P • 35 • 
56J. Myers and H. Laidler , What Do You Know About 
Labor? , (New York , The John Day Company, 1956), p . 209 . 
57Ibid. , P• 211 . 
are another 4.4 million with children between six and seven-
teen years . In addition, there are several million more 
working women who are married but without children. The 
number of working married women is increasing each year . 
These women work in most cases because they have to and often 
in the absence of male breadwinners. Despite what has been 
written, women are interested in promotions . The idea that 
women are a disinterested part of the labor force does not 
stand up fully when it is analyzed . It is more difficult to 
organize the very young girls , just out of school and think-
ing of getting married and quitting work. The turnover 
problem is concentrated in this group. But once a girl has 
passed the age of twenty-five, whether married or not, she 
is interested in unionization and promotions .58 
There is another aspect of the increasing employ-
ment of women which seems to work against unions. The large 
number of women in white collar work accentuates the job 
promotion obstacle to unionism . The high numbers of women, 
who are regarded as turnover risks, makes the promotional 
aspects of the more 11 stabl.e" male white collar workers that 
much greater. This can serve to reduce the appeal of union-
ism to some white collar male employees.59 
58n. Coughlin, 1'Union Profile; The Office Workers,"· 
Management Record, XXIV, (June, 1962), P• 20. 
59Kassalow, Harvard Business Review, XXXX , p . 46., 
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Attitudes Toward Unionism 
Social differences 
While 11 social status" has disposed white collar 
workers toward management , it has also prejudiced them 
against unions . Many whi te collar wor kers be lie e t hat 
"unions are for people who wear dirty shirts and get t heir 
hands dirtyn . In other words , t hey are for people who lack 
social status . A high proportion of white collar workers 
not only feel t hey are superior status-wise, but that this 
stat us is worth any sacrifice in income . that might be 
involved . 60 I n the 1961 National Office Management Associa-
tion survey, emp loyers were asked why their white collar 
employees were not interested in joining a union . These are 
the resp onses listed in descending order of frequency of 
mention: 61 
1 . Loss · of prestige and status . 
2 . Loss of employer- employee re l ationship . 
3· Recognition of the f a ct that office workers rece ive many 
of the same benefits and wage incre ases as union workers. 
4. Opposition to paying dues . 
5· Fear of strikes or lockouts . 
~nile it is clear that management recognizes the 
p . 8 . 
60 McMurray and Sullivan , American Business, XXIX, 
61Grinder, Office Executive, XXXVI , p . 12 . 
importance of status and prestige, Howard Coughlin, Presi-
dent of the Office Employee ' s International Union also 
believes status has a very great influence upon white collar 
workers attitudes toward unionism. 
One elementary, but nevertheless important way which 
white collar people are different from blue collar 
workers is that t hey have no tradition of unionism. 
Any without it , they not only fear their employer, 
loss of their jobs and loss of promotion, they also 
fear the loss of status within the community within 
the circle of their immediate friends, who are also 
white collar . Even when they belong to a union and 
have secured good benefits , white collar people are 
often reluctant to acknowledge that they are union 
members or even that they are represented by union •. 
For many it repg~sents a loss of status , and they are 
status seekers . 
Everett Kassalow has stated that t he special 
nature and conditions of white collar work have helped to 
retard unionism. ~orking conditions have been easier for 
white collar workers than blue collar workers; time clock 
pressures have been less ; the work pace is easier; paid 
vacations and holidays were granted at a much earlier date; 
job security has been higher, etc . However, he also feels 
that the problem of social distinctions is not as acute in 
the United States as it is in Europe . Here it is common to 
find fathers and brothers working in the production end of 
the shop , while other brothers , sisters, and wives are 
employed in the office force . 63 
62coughlin, Management Record , XXIV, p . 18 . 
63Kassalow, Harvard Business Review , XXX , P • 46 . 
However, the problem of social differences is a 
two-sided coin . There is still a tendency on the part of 
some unionized production workers to look upon the office . 
force as something separate and apart, and even a part of 
management . Many unionists can recall white collar employees 
working while the unionized blue collar workers were manning 
picket lines . There is also resentment of the fact that 
white collar workers have tended to share economic gains of 
blue collar workers without paying the cost . This has been 
especially true since World War II . 64 
·Labor's "image" 
James Black feels that the public's image of 
labor is changing . The real goals of the labor movement 
have been achieved . Abuses of power have ?een corrected, 
management has become "enlightened", labor is enjoying an 
unprecedently high standard of living, and no one considers 
himself a 11 common man" . James Hoffa and the Teamsters have 
done nothing to improve labor's image. The investigations 
of the McLellan committee have created an anti-union feeling 
from which the American Federation of Labor-Congress of 
Industrial Organizations have been unable to dissociate 
themselves . 65 
64Ibid . 
65M . Black , "The Changing Image of Labor," 
Management Review , XXXXIX (September, 1960) , p . 6 . 
Most white collar workers have a very strong pre-
judice against becoming union members . They tend to person-
alize their dissatisfactions, by focusing their complaints 
against a particular supervisor , but not against company 
policy as a whole. They are less accustomed to the open, 
uninhibited expression of their opinions and attitudes than 
are the plant workers . They generally tend to be soft-spo-
ken and reluctant to speak up about their grievances and 
dissatisfactions . While the plant workers use the grievance 
machinery , the office employee seldom has recourse to appeal 
a supervisor ' s decision . 
Moreover, the average office worker tends to be 
repelled by the idea of becoming involved in a strike, 
particularly secondary strikes in support of other workers . 
He has al~ost total dependence upon his weekly pay check, 
which is usually allocated months in advance to meet pay-
ments for household necessities , automobiles, and other 
mortgaged items . He fears such words as catastrophy, crisis, 
and militancy . He wants to be recognized as an educated, 
dignified, professional . The majority are willing to pay a 
premium for security in both lower wages and the acceptance 
66 -
of a moderate amount of exploitation . 
Lange has cited six factors which he believes has 
prejudiced white collar workers against unio~s: 67 
66McMurray and Sullivan, American Business, XXIX, 
67Lange , Office Executive, XXXIII, p . 15 . 
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1. ~Yhite collar employees dislike the reputation of the 
labor movement. 
Phrases such as racketeers, goons, misuse of union 
funds have come to be as sociated with the union 
movement .. 
2. White collar employees distrust union leadership. 
3· \'-hite collar workers dislike some of the basic union 
techniques. 
Included in this category are col~ective bargaining, 
formal settlement of grievances, pickets, and strikes . 
4. The problems that are important to blue collar workers 
are not as imp ortant to white collar emp loyees . 
These include job security, seniority, and formal 
settlement of grievances . · 
5• Vlhite collar employees consider union membership some 
sort of social handicap . 
6. Vlhite collar employees feel close to management and 
have more faith in management than blue collar workers . 
Three general indices 
Mills has given three general indices for deter-
mining a white collar worke r's attitude toward unionism. 
These are: (1) availability of unions, (2) political party 
affiliations, and (3) job satisfaction. For most white 
collar workers, unions have not been available . There has 
been little personal contact with union personnel . ~uite 
· naturally, this tends to have a negative effect upon one's 
union attitudes. The political party affiliations of white 
collar employees and their families have served to buttress 
their anti-union feelings. However, the New Deal tended to 
raise the prestige value of. unions, thus neutralizing some 
of the prestige depreciation of joining. Finally, an in-
dividual who is reasonably satisfied with his job ~oes not 
usually look favorably upon the prospect of joining a union . 
Therefore, personal exposure to unions , Democratic political 
party affiliation, and pessimistic feelings about individual 
chances to climb all predispose white collar people to 
accept unions . 68 
It is evident that it is virtually meaningless to 
speak of white collar worker ' s attitudes, without knowing 
the background of the particular group and the individuals 
who compose it . The white collar worker is no more unified 
in his attitude toward unions than he is in the other areas 
which affect his life . 
Instrumental vs . principled motives 
Any worker accepts or rejects unions in terms of 
their instrumental value, seeing them as ways to realize 
economic and job benefits, or in terms of principle, seeing 
them as good or bad in themselves with no concern for their 
immediate effects on his life . Many old-line union leaders 
are apt to present their arguments ideologically rather than 
in such a way that members of the public can identify with 
unions . In the union or out of it , the white collar employ-
ee remains an individual striving for the top, instead of a 
dependent employee experiencing unions and accepting union 
affiliations as a collective means of collective ascent . 
For most workers in this country, including the white collar 
68 Mills , PP • 305- 307 . 
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worl{er, the union is an impersonal economic instrument 
rather than a springboard to a new personal, social , or 
political way of life . But for the white collar worker , 
unions remain collective instruments for pursuing individual 
goals . 69 
Evaluation 
The Industrial Union Department , AFL- CIO held a 
staff seminar in New York City at the end of 1961 . \i.hile it 
was agreed that "statusn and promotion opportunities are 
more important to white collar workers, it is possible to 
exaggerate these di fferences under modern industrial con-
ditions . 
The changing nature of American industry tends to 
transform the traditional blue collar worker into something 
resembling our usual white collar employee; at the same 
time , increasing mechanization of office processes routinizes 
the typical office worker to a point where he resembles a 
factory worker . The impact of mechanization and automation 
gives large corporate organizations the appearance of one 
continuous industrial process from sales desk to final 
deli very . 7° 
Thus , while it is observed that white collar work 
is becoming less individualized, up to the present time the 
69Ibid . , P • 307-309 . 
7°r . u .D., AFL- CIO , and Ame rican Labor Education 
Service Summary Report of Staff Seminar , pp . 3-4 . 
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majority of white collar workers have refused to admit this 
to themselves. They have been operating under the assump-
tions which were true in the past, but which changing tech-
nology and work methods have wiped out. 
Mills discusses the inability of the white collar 
group to diagnose their own problems and procede to find 
solutions to them. 
~nat men are interested in is not always what is to 
their interests; the troubles they are aware of are 
not always the ones that beset them. It would in-
deed be a fetish of "democracy" to assume that men 
immediately know their interests and are clearly 
aware of the conditions within themselves and their 
society which frustrate them and make their efforts 
misfire . For interests involve not only values 
felt, but also something of the means by which these 
values might be attained. Merely by looking into 
himself, an individual can neither clarify his 
values nor set up ways of their attainment. Increas-
ed awareness is not enough, for it is not only 
that men can be unconscious of their situations; 
they are often falsely conscious of them. To be-
come more truly conscious, white collar peop+e 
would have to become aware of themselves as members 
of a new strata practicing new modes of work and 
life in modern America . To know what is possible to 
know about their troubles, they would have to connect, 
within the going framework, what tniy are intere sted 
in with what is to their interest.'( 
The result of this weakness has rendered the white 
collar group virtually helpless in a world of organized, 
powerful groups . 
In a world crowded with big ugly faces, the white 
collar man is readily assumed to possess all the 
supposed virtue of the small creature. He may be at 
the bottom of the social world, but he is, at the 
71Mills, p. xix. 
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same time gratifyingly middle class . It is easy as 
well as safe to sympathize with his troubles; he can 
do little or nothing about them. Other social act -
ors threaten to become big and aggressive, to act 
out se lfish interests and deal in politics ••• 
But not the white collar man . He is more often 
pitiful than tragic, he is seen collectively, fight-
ing impersonal inflation, living out in slow misery 
his yearning for the quick American climb . .He is 
pushed by forc~s beyond his control, pulled into 
movements he does not understand; he gets into situa-
tions in which his is the most helpless position . 
The white collar man .is the hero as victim, the small 
creature who is acted upon but who does not act, 
who works along unnoticed in somebody's office or 
store , never talking loud , never talking back, never 
taking a stand . 7a 
Vfuile it may appear that Mills has been unduly 
.harsh, a little reflection will reveal that his description 
is all too true , especially at the lower levels of white 
collar work . 
Therefore, management has been the beneficiary of 
a number of factors to which it made no contribution in dis-
couraging the enrollment of white collar workers in unions . 
The fact that only 12% of the white collar w~rkers in the 
United States now belong to unions is not a tribute to the 
skill of management in the field of human relations . It is 
due instead, to the fact that white collar employees' needs 
for status and identification with management have made 
them generally unreceptive to the union organizer . 73 How-
management does help to reinforce these needs . All manner 
72Ibid . , P• xii . 
p . 8 . 
73McMurray and Sullivan, American Business, XXIX, 
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of propaganda techniques are brought to bear upon the white 
collar worker to confirm his belief that in the white 
collar world his interests can best be advanced through 
individual effort. So long as unionization is portrayed as 
a leveling force and an impediment of personal advancement 
through individual merit, the undiscerning white collar 
worker will view it as a threat . 74 
74Livingstone, The American Fedarationist, LXVIII, 
P • 9• 
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Union Weaknesses 
General 
Generally , as mentioned previously , the labor 
movement has suffered both a relative and absolute decline 
in recent years . Much literature is available concerning 
the reasons for .the decline . Solomon Barkin, research 
director of the Textile Workers Union, has given t he follow -
ing reasons for declining .union membership: 75 
1 . Employer opposition t o uni ons. 
2 . Apathy of the American Federation of Labor- Con§ress 
of Industrial Organizat ons and it's unions. 'Little 
is left of the proselyti zing spirit that built the 
labor movement . " 
3· ~orker resistance to unions . There are whole areas 
where the apathy of employees to unionize is the 
primary obstacle . Among the groups mentioned are 
women, non- manual workers, negroes , and service-
trade employees . 
4. An 11 unfriendly11 National Labor Relations Board . 
Howard Coughlin believes that employer opposition 
is the basic reason . He states that many employers inter-
fere with the free rl ght of employees to select a colle c-
tive bargaining agent . Employers hold meetings on company 
time and call union leaders hoodlums, crooks, and Communists . 
Many times they intimate that the company will suffer a 
75s . Barkin, "Unionist Sees a Union Decline,•• 
u. S . News and World Report, LI (December 11 , 1961), p . 
100 . 
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loss of business and jobs if the union comes in . They can 
commit unfair labor practices by discharging workers and 
performing other acts not permi tted by law . Even if the 
National Labor Relations Board moves in later to stop it, 
such activity often frustrates organizing . 76 
Others blame labor legislation and the National 
Labor Relations Board's interpretation of this legislation . 
The following sections of the Taft- Hartley Act are particu-
larly emphasized: 
1 . Section 9 (b) 1 - professional employees cannot be 
fitted into the industrial bargaining unit unless 
they voted separately that they wanted to be . 
2 . Section 2 (1) - supervisors are not part of the bar-
gaining unit . 
Automation tends to make everyone a supervisor . Moreover, 
as the National Labor Relations Board reads these provi -
sions , they apply to technical employees and office cleri-
cal workers as well . Both groups are entitled to separate 
elections before becoming part of any industrial unions . 77 
James Black has also mentioned ''enlightened 
management" and the organizational techniques of labor . He 
feels that the organizer no longer has the level of discon-
tent to lift his arguments off the ground with the well 
educated, sophisticated worker of today . The sloganized 
76coughlin, Management Record , XXIV , p . 20 . 
77"Changing Ratio of Clerical and Production 
Viorkers Spurs Union's Interest in Office , tr Office Management, 
XX, P • )5 • 
propaganda attacking management doesn't ring a bell with 
these people . "Prosperity itse l f may have trumped labor's 
ace (industrial discontent) by deproletarianizing the 
common man . "?B 
It is easy to see that t here are many causes of 
union weaknesses and different people put a different 
emphasis on each . However, three factors seem to stand out 
.in all the literature as the primary causes. These are 
automation, smaller organizing units, and union jurisdic-
tional disputes . 
Automation 
A. H. Raskin, labor editor of the New York Times, 
has written a very informative article on the effect of 
automation on union membership . He compares this, metaphor-
ically, to a nutcracker . 
The march of technology is like a pincher movement 
on unions . It eliminates large numbers of blue 
collar jobs in manufacturing and transportation, 
thus chipping away t h e bedrock of union enrollment . 
To the extent that new jobs are created, they involve 
hard to organize engineers, technicians, and white 
collar workers . This is one side of the nutcracker . 
The other is t he degree to which automation makes 
business invulnerable to strike harassment . When 
pushbuttons and electronic control devices re gulate 
every operation from the receipt of raw materials to 
the loading of finished goods, a handful . of non-union 
supervisors and clerks will be able to keep acres 
of machines producing in the face of a total walkout 
by union factory crews . 79 
Monthly, 
78Black, Management Review, XXXXIX, p . 8 •. 
79A . H. Raskin, 11 Squeeze on the Unions", Atlantic 
CCVII (April, 1961), P• 56 . 
Smaller organizing units 
The size of groups open to unionization is growing 
smaller, and the union's chances for success are also grow-
ing smaller. The mass producti on organizing opportunities 
of the 1930's are gone . Today organizing is harder and 
costlier with diminishing returns.80 A marked trend has 
developed in the direction of decentralization. The big 
factories are being shut down and the work spread among 
smaller, far-flung rural plants . Other companies are keep-
ing a large factory with reduced personnel and opening 
branch plants . This has two effects. This guarantees 
production and makes organization more difficult. 1Nhen 
a company is hit by a strike in one plant that may be 
organized, it is left free of the strike in other plants 
because of their geographical location . 81 
The National Office Management Association survey 
for 1961 showed the following figures for office s ize: 82 
Office 
Size 
Total 
number 
Percent-
age 
XXXXVIII, 
1-22 2.6-100 101-220 2.21-200 201-1000 1001-2000 
643 656 332 154 100 67 
32 32. 17 8 5 3 ·3 
80ncoming Union Targets" , Nation's Business, 
P• 42. 
:1000 
3 
-1 
81McMurray and Sullivan, American Business, XXI(, 
82Grinder, Office Executive,. XXXVI, p. 13.• 
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While this survey showed 64% of the companies sur-
veyed had small offices, there are many large groups of 
white collar workers in centers which should present fewer 
organizing problems . Many industrial plants employ hundreds, 
even thousands, of office workers . More than 100,000 bank 
employees are in groups of at least five hundred. One-
fourth of the 700,000 employees in the insurance industry 
are concentrated in some 175 units of five hundred or more . 83 
Jurisdictional disputes 
One reason the American Federation of Labor-Con-
grass of Industrial Organizations is not making much pro-
gress in organizing in the white collar field is because 
of internal friction and jurisdictional disputes. The 
Industrial Union Department feels that the white collar 
worker should be organized primarily by industrial unions, 
particularly in industries in which such unions already 
represent the production and maintenance workers . As a 
result, many of the large industrial unions have begun to 
disregard the jurisdiction of the Office Employees Inter-
national Union given to it in 1945 . This has caused much 
friction and resulted in the withdrawal of this uni on from 
the Industrial Union Department . 84 This competition was 
intensified in 1959 when a Professional and Technical ork-
8;"Here Comes Union Drive on Office Workers," 
Nation's Business, XXXXVII, P • 67 . 
84coughlin, Management Record, XXIV, p . 16. 
ers Committee was formed to assist industrial unions in 
organizing the white collar workers of their industry.85 
Both sides have good arguments. Pure unions, 
composed only of white collar workers, say there is a psy-
chological barrier in the way of white collar workers join-
ing unions that are blue collar oriented. They feel that 
industrial unions give too much emphasis to economic issues. 
White collar people are more interested in fair job class-
ifications, seniority, and similar issues. They are less 
prone to strike than industrial workers.86 Coughlin argues 
that a union devoted exclusively to the interests of office 
workers could emphasize conditions that blue collar workers 
do not agree with. Wage ranges based on length of service, 
rather than single wage rates could be emphasized. Senior-
i ty in job classifications computed on a company-w_ide basis 
could be established in preference to industrial union de-
partmental seniority . Employee promotion progression paths 
could also be established.87 
Coughlin also attacks the idea that separate units 
in the industrial union, devoted to the organization and 
problems of the white collar worker, could solve the problem. 
85"Ahead: Clash on Office l!Jorkers?,t' u.s. News 
and World Report, XXXVI (June 15, 1959), P• 115 . 
86J. D. Baxter, "Unions Rebuffed in Vlhite Collar 
Drive; Gird for New Battles,u Iron Age, CLXXXVI, (December 
8, 1960), p. so. 
87coughlin, Management Record, XXIV, p. 19. 
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Although they have representation on the bargaining 
committee, they turn out to be the tail on the blue-
collar kite . If the settlement ca~ls for x cents and 
y improvement factor, it won 't do the white collar 
people any go§g to be interested in something other 
than x and Y• 
He sums up his point of view as follows: "Industrial unions 
do not have the feel for the white collar worker . They 
should leave white collar organizing to those who are in the 
business .n89 
On the other hand , Everett Kassalow has given a 
convincing argument for white collar organization by 
industrial unions. He feels that most of the serious new 
efforts to organize white collar workers in the next decade 
will stem from drives by the existing major industrial 
unions,of the American Federation of Labor-Congress of 
Industrial Organiz tions. The organization of white collar 
workers should be done by these unions for the following 
reasons :9° 
1. The nature of economic nower in the United States 
tends to be company and/or industrial in character. 
To counter-balance this power, workers must be organ-
ized roughly along parallel lines. To be effective 
bargainers, they must be closely organized with exist-
ing production and maintenance workers unions. The 
failures of craft unionization efforts in most mass 
production industries and companies prior to the 
mid-thirties show the difficulties, if not the futility, 
of plural unionism in the great sectors of United 
States industry. 
p . 54· 
orkers", 
88Ibid. 
89stessin, Dun's Review and Modern Industry, LXXIV, 
9°E. M. Kassalow , "Organization of White Collar 
Monthly Labor Review, LXXXIV, (March, 1961) , p. 236. 
z,. When broad craft-like unions have been set up in Eur-
ope to cover all white collar workers in the industry, 
it has always been necessary to break them up into 
separate industrial segments for bargaining purposes. 
3• The important resources which may be necessary to 
unionize non-manual worke rs are not to be found in the 
white collar unions which also claim jurisdiction in 
this field. 
However, Kassalow does feel there is a place for 
strictly white collar professional unions. However, theirs 
is a supplementary role. They should have jurisdictional 
control over the enormous field of insurance companies, 
banks , general office buildings, and other areas outside of 
the basic industries and great centers of corporate power.91 
\'-hatever form future white collar unionism will 
take, it is clear that unions must unite and co-operate if 
they hope to dent the white collar field. If they do not 
stand united, they will fall divided. 
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Management Resistance 
. . 
Management uses many methods in an effort to en-
hance it's natural advantages over the union . Much litera-
ture is available in business and management journals on 
this topic . The interesting point is that most of the 
suggestions boil down to good management practices, which 
should produce good results even in the absence of a union 
organizing threat . This is an indication that management 
in this country has not reached a stage where ngood human 
relations" are practiced in the absence of an outside 
threat . Naturally, there are always exceptions. There 
always has been, and always will be some firms that do 
emphasize human values over materi.al values . However, these 
remain in the minority . 
This section has two divisions . In the first, I 
will try to show some of the current managerial policies and 
practices which are, at least partially, aimed at prevent-
ing unionization of office employees . The second section 
summarizes some of t he advisory management literature con-
cerning , the same subject . 
Current practices 
In the 1961 National Office Management Associa-
tion Survey, the following information was received from 
respondents of non- union offices:92 
92Grinder, Office Executive , XXXVI, p . 12. 
Policy % of Companies 
1 . Provide good physical working conditions 
for office employee s •••.•••••••••• • ••••••••••• • •••••• 98 
2 . Conduct a salary review at l east annually •••••••••••• 86 
3· Conduct a fringe benefit r evi ew at least 
annually •..••••............ ..•.... . ..........•.....• • 86 
4. Compare salary and fringe bene f i t prac-
tices with those of othe r fi r ms in the 
are a ..•..•••.••......•...•....•.............. • .. . •..• 81 
Have a formal job evaluation and classi-
fication system f or office employees ••••••••••••••••• 54 
6. Have a training program for offi ce em-
pl oyees •.•. •....•.•..•.•..........•.•..•.....•...••.• 51 
7• Provide employees with written manage -
ment policie s •••••••••••••••••••••• • ••. • ••• • •••• • •••• 50 
8 . Have a training program for supervisors •••••••••••••• 30 
9• Have a formal promotion pol i cy for office 
employees ••.••••.. ..••••••••.•••.•••• •. ••••••••••.•• • 23 
10 . Have a formal gri evance procedure •••••••••••••••••••• 8 
This survey seems to indi ca t e three main weakness-
es in managerial policy toward their office employees . 
Since these policies admittedly were instituted~ at least 
partially, to lessen the attraction of unions in the office, 
they should conform to white collar psychology. The per-
centage of companies which have a formal training program 
for their supervisors seems to be low, especially since the 
supervisor in many companies is the most important link 
between management and the office employee . To many off ice 
employees , the supervisor is management . Moreover, the 
number of companies with a formal promotion policy is low , 
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when it is considered that opportunity for advancement and 
status is so important to the white collar worker . Final-
ly, the formal grievance procedure has been sadly ne glecte~ 
Other meth ods of handling grievances, such as counseling 
by the supervisor , employees group meeting , suggestion 
systems, and opinion polls, should be used as a supplement 
to the formal grievance procedure . It is evident most of 
t hese non- union companies regard themselves as a replacement 
for formal grievance machinery . 
L. R. Boulware, Vice - President of General Elec-
tric, has devised a very simple method of combating white 
collar unionism . The main claim to union existence is it's 
ability to provide better wages and working conditions for 
members . Therefore, when Boulware began doing just this, 
he eliminated one of the union's principle reasons for be -
ing . From his action was coined the word "boulwarism", 
which means "beating one to the draw" . His philosophy is 
clear . The union gives nothing; management gives every-
thing . However, in a union situation, management does not 
get credit for it . Therefore, he feels that if he is going 
to give something away anyway, he might just as well do it 
and keep the unions out of his managerial jurisdiction . 93 
In general, current managerial p r a ctices boil 
93c . Cihar, 11Let the Unions Sell Your Design," 
Office Appliances, CXIV (October, 1961), pp. 234- 235· 
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down to discovering the needs of white collar employees and 
taking steps to fulfill these needs before a union can gain 
supp ort and organize the companies . However, this is not 
as e asy as it may seem . There are many different methods 
of discovering the needs and prob l ems of white collar em-
ployees, but all have limitations . 
Some common approaches and their l i mitations are 
as follows: 94 
1 . Face to face communication between white ·collar worker 
and immediate supervisor . 
Best approach in theory; practical difficulties include 
the supervisor's lack of information on company p olicy 
and the employee's hesitancy about complaining directly 
to the supervisor . 
2 . Face to face communications between employee and the in-
dustrial relations director . · 
Encourages the bypassing of the immediate supervisor . 
3 · Use of company publications . 
Not effective for two-way communications because t hey 
are primarily company tools for speaking rather t han 
listening to employees . 
4 . Employee· suggestion systems . 
Desi gned for getting ideas for improving operat ions 
and have little value to an employee who may want to 
comp lain of unfair treatment by his supervisor . 
5· Empathy approach . 
Provides only an educated guess as to h ow employees 
feel about t heir jobs . 
6. Employee attitude surveys . 
More eff ective than other methods and allows t he 
company to get information it has not been able to get 
any other way . Little value in determining gene ral 
morale . 
94nHere Comes the Union Drive on Office Workers " 
. , 
Nation ' s Business, XXXXVII, P • 73-74 • 
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These approaches should be viewed as supplement-
ary, and each company ~hould determine the combination 
which best serves them. However , the key factor in white 
collar communication and job satisfaction remains the 
individual supervisor. He must deal fairly with employees. 
He must let them feel they are a part of management because 
white collar people want to be identified with management. 
It is management's fault if it does not bring out the best 
efforts of v1hi te collar workers. 95 
The current philosophy concerning white collar 
unions has been summed up by Yale Professor, Thomas Spates, 
in the following manner: nunion comes in when there is a. 
deficiency in management . "96 Many times these deficiencies 
seem small, but little problems that are not taken care of 
grow larger and lead to office unionization. Moreover, 
management tends to overlook many of the ulittle" problems 
in the office . According to Dr . George Baker of the Univer-
sity of Chicago Industrial Relations Center, ~management 
has a peculiar faculty for looking at office personnel with 
blinders, seeing only loyalty and co-operation wherever it 
turns. Sometimes, this is true, but more often it is be-
cause management is unwilling, or unable to see things as 
95Ibid., p. 75. 
96Bambrick, Vital Speeches, XXVI, p. 767. 
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they are. 11 97 
Policy suggestions 
The range of policy suggestions for helping em-
ployers resist white collar unionization covers the whole 
field of management . Shaw believes the strongest defense 
is a "positive employee relations" program, incorporating 
the following twelve features:98 
1 . Salaries and benefits comparable to those offered in 
other companies in the area (both union and non-union) . 
2 . A salary structure reflecting the proper relationship 
among jobs within the company . 
3· Steady work on the promise of some protection for long-
er- service employees if layoffs should be necessary . 
4. Fair promotion policies and practices based on ability, 
but with seniority also considered . 
5 · Considerate managers and supervisors. 
6 . Technically trained supervisors with leadership ability. 
7• Complete information on all matters relating to employ-
ees and their jobs . 
8 . Technically and empathetically oriented managers . 
9 • A method or means for employee communication to top 
management . 
10 . The 11right to appeal" provided in some form of grie-
vance procedure. 
11 . Satisfying jobs affording protection to their holder~ . 
97B . BySura, nLet's Take the Starch Out of Present 
White collar Communications Programs," Office Management, 
XX (July, 1959), P • 34 • 
98R . L. Shaw, "Answer to White Collar Unions," 
Personnel, XXXVII, (January, 1960), p . 27 . 
12 . Good physical working conditions. 
one company has set up six areas which should be 
constantly checked in order to prevent white collar union-
ism. However, this company also points out that these are 
things the company should be doing anyway to have loyal 
and efficient employees. The six areas are as follows:99 
1 . Selection and placement . 
Work for improvement through training programs for 
interviewers, greater attention to college recruiting, 
research studies of job requi r ements, and, improved 
methods of selecting supervisors . 
2 . Relations between supervisors and employers . 
-Train supervisors on how to discuss performance with 
employees under them and give them status in the form 
of office facilities, privileges, and authority . 
3· Personnel policies and benefit plans . 
See that policies are fairly administered, effectively 
communicated, and clearly understood . 
4. Salary administration . 
Correct inequities, so that each employee is properly 
paid in relation to his responsibilities and perform-
ance . 
5· Working conditions . 
Make a periodic check of working conditions . It is 
good insurance against low morale, inefficiency, and 
even union leanings . Correct or explain the causes of 
any complaints made to supervisors . 
6. Development of employees . 
Make more efficient use of job experience, formal train-
ing, and outside training as development tools. Job 
experience offers the best possibility through better 
coaching and counseling and be considering potential 
for advancement when filling openings and making lateral 
transfers . 
99"Here Comes Union Drive on Office Workers, 1 
Nation ' s Business, XXXXVII, PP • 73-74 • 
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In addition to many of the factors noted ab ove, 
Smith has further emphasized setting up and reinforcing the 
differentiation between white collar and blue collar work-
ers . The physical a~mosphere of t he office should be 
pleasant and attractive, so t hat it creates a psychological 
differentiation between the office worker and t he factory 
worker . Office workers should be given privileges (like 
smoking at their desks), which are not ordinarily given in 
the factory . Moreover, top management should take advant-
age of proximity of working conditions to establish rapport 
with all their office workers . 
However, Smith is aware of the fact that most 
recent studies of motivation indicate white collar workers 
are not positively affected by good general working condi -
tions . The factors that do affect them positively are re-
cognition and some degree of r e sponsibility or feeling of 
accomplishment . Automation will eliminate some of the dull 
and repetitive jobs; but many will remain . Therefore, he 
feels that management should design the overall company 
promotion system so that all workers have the opportunity 
to train for more interesting and responsible jobs . Promo-
tion from within should always be used when a present em-
ployee is qualified . 100 George Strauss believes that 
lOOR . M. Smith, "our Present Industrial Troubles 
and the Of fice," Office Management , XX, (November, 1959), 
P • 23-24 • 
management should abandon ridicule, threats, and competi-
tion as a means of motivating their white collar employees. 
These employees should be allowed to have more freedom in 
their work and not be subject to petty restrictions which 
101 
attack their dignity. 
All this means is that companies must be organiz-
ed properly in order to avoid being organized. No longer 
can management afford to rely solely on the fact that the 
white collar workers are naturally disposed to remain un-
organized. This implies centralized direction of all 
personnel and industrial relations functions; it also im-
plies that all members of management must do an effective 
job so that employees prefer to deal directly with their 
102 
supervisors instead of getting a union to do their talking. 
One of the deans of personnel administration has expressed 
it in this way: ~e have a chance to do for white collar 
workers what should have been done but which we didn't do 
for our blue collar workers . ttl03 
The·se things are needed with or without the threat 
of white collar unionization. In the next few years, there 
will be one more tangible way to judge managerial effective-
ness- the extent of unionization among white collar work-
10lstrauss, Harvard Business Review, XXXII, p . 82. 
102French, Management Review , XXXXIX, P • 79• 
l03Bambrick, Vital Speeches, XXVI, p . 767. 
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ers.
104 In the meantime , management is giving increased 
attention to the findings of industrial psychology and 
human relations. Admittedly , this stems from the belief 
that "happier employees are be tter producers ," and hence 
more profitable to the company. Howeve r, once this be lief 
goes beyond the stage of mere "lip service," it may well 
weaken the appeal of unions to white collar workers . 
104 French, Management Review, XXXXIX, p . 79• 
CHAPTER V 
POSSIBLE MITIGATING FACTORS IN WHITE COLLAR 
UNION RESISTANCE 
General 
One writer feels that unions now enjoy several 
advantages which have increased in recent years . Among 
these are the following: 105 
1 . Unions have become socially acceptable . 
They are often important in political and community 
affairs . Union le aders often serve on the boards of 
colleges and civic groups . 
2 . Vfuite collar workers now have more personal contact 
with union members . 
Both frequently live in the same communities and sense 
social equality . 
3· Differences in income between off ice workers and plant 
workers have lessened . 
Many traditional salary workers fringe benefits are now 
available to the wage earner . 
4. Office automation causes ~job security" fears . 
Many believe the fear of displacement by machines will 
make office workers turn to unionization . 
5 · Unions now present unionization in terms that appeal 
to salaried workers . 
An examp le would be calling the grievance committee 
the 11 office-relations 11 committee . 
Union leaders view the following as problems of 
the white collar worker to which unions will offer solu-
106 tiona : 
l05Baxter , Iron Age, CLXXXVI, P • 80 . 
l06nHere Comes Unio'n Drive for Office Workers, 11 
Nation ' s Business , XXXXVII, p . 68 . 
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1. Salary inequities . 
2 . Unfairness in promotion . 
3· Lower pay for women . 
4. Little consideration of seniority in promotions and 
layoffs . 
5· Poor grievance procedures . 
6 . Lack of j ob security . 
7 • Thre a t of unemployment from automation. 
8. Loss of status due to t he f act that s h op workers have 
a cquired paid vacations, health insurance, and other 
employee benefits previously associated with the white 
collar group . 
In the National Office Management Association 
Survey of 1961, management representatives were asked what 
f actors, t hey felt, led white collar workers to accept 
unionism . The resp onses , listed in descending order of 
frequency of mention were as follows: 107 
1 . Unfair wage and .salary administration . 
2 . Inadequate fringe benefits in comparison to those of 
unionized workers . 
3· Supervisors that are not well trained or informed . 
4. Lack of firm promotion policies . 
Other factors were given little weight by the resp ondents . 
For example, the majority indicated that the trend toward 
standardization of office work and equipment would not in-
crease or speed up unionization of white collar employees 
and that the increasing number of female office employees 
107Grinder, Office Executive, XXXVI, p . 12 . 
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would not prove beneficial to t he unions . 
An article in a trade union bulletin cites several 
factors which favor the growth of white collar unions . 
Among them are increased concentration of clerical, techni-
cal, and professional employees; job insecurity caused by 
the introduction of automated equipment; the loss of chal-
lenging jobs; and management's apparent unwillingness to 
defer decisions involving employees until a crisis arises . 
11The white collar employee has all too often become the 
forgotten man, lost in the squeeze between blue collar 
109 
union and management . " 
Strauss feels that loss of prestige, management 
pressure, and contact with production unions have all favor-
ably disposed white collar workers toward unionism in re-
cent years . They join unions "because they see them as 
alternative means of obtaining middle class dignity and in-
dependence which has been denied them by management and the 
work situation . " 110 
Another factor which has received mention is the 
emerging style of white collar unionism . 
Structurally, the emphasis among white collar unions, 
even those that are part of an established industrial 
lOSibid . 
109Industrial Union Department, AFL- CIO, "Union 
Growth," I . U.D. Bulletin, VI, (April , 1961) , P • 5• 
110 Strauss, Harvard Business Review, XXXII , p . 76. 
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union, is in the direction of higher visibility 
identification as a white collar group . The special 
quality of white collar and professional union func-
tioning shows itself in collective bargaining by way 
of merit rating provisions, the underplaying of senior-
ity features, and the emphasis on special layoff and 
recall rating systemi1to include, among other things, education and merit • 
. It can readily be seen from this brief review 
that there are many factors in favor of a white collar 
union breakthrough. Moreover , no one factor can be pointed 
out as the reason white collar workers will or should union-
ize. The relative importance of each factor will vary with 
the particular situation. However , there do seem to be 
certain areas which stand out above others. These are (1) 
impersonal working conditions, (2) automation, and (3) com-
parative wages and s alaries. 
lllcommunications orkers of America, "Automation 
Will Encourage White Collar Unionism, Says Economist," 
0HA News , XX, (February, 1961), P • 4. 
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Impersonal orking Conditions 
In recent years, white collar work has become in-
creasingly routinized . 112 Office jobs are be coming more 
and more specialized each day . The former individual skill, 
personality , and close personal contact with management is 
rapidly disappearing as the transition to office automation 
begins . These jobs are becoming whi te collar in name only~13 
Livingstone further describes this transition . 
The changes that have brought about an increase in the 
number and percentage of white collar workers has also 
altered working relationships . The working distance 
has widened . The introduction of complex office ma-
chinery and the growth in size of white collar estab-
lishments have transformed the individual clerical 
operation into an almost f actory-like job. Some in-
surance companies have designed new office buildings 
much like factories, with a minimum of partitions , 
and housing a large number of clerical workers per-
forming routine tasks under impersonal supervision . 
Some companies employing large numbers of clerical 
workers engaged in a multiplicity of procedures have 
installed conveyer belts that carry papers and gpcu-
ments from desk to desk like an assembly line . lL4 
Mills has also described the modern office in an 
uncomplimentary fashion . 
The modern office with it's tens of thousands of 
square feet and it's ~actory- like flow of work is 
not an informal , friendly place . The drag and beat 
of work , the "production unit tempo", require that 
anything but business at hand ' be explained and 
112N. Morse, White Collar Job Satisfaction, (Ann 
Arbor University Press , 1953), P • 74 • 
ll3McMurray and Sullivan , American Business, 
XXIX , p . 9. 
114Livingstone, The American Federationist, 
LXVIII , P • 8 . 
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apologized for . Dictation was once a private mee t i ng 
of executive and secretary . Now t he executive ph ones 
a p ool of dictaphone transcribers whom he never sees 
and who know him merely a·s a voice . Many old types 
of personnel have become machine ~£~rators, many new 
types began as machine operators . ? 
He goes on to describe the collective, mass production, 
f a ctory type atmosphere . 
The new office is rationalized ; machines are used, 
employees become machine attendants; the work, as in 
the factory, is collective, not individualize d ; it 
is standardized for interchangeable, quickly replace-
able clerks; it is specialized to the point of auto-
mation . The employee group is transformed into a 
uniform mass in a soundless place, and thl1gay is re gulated by an impersonal time schedule . 
Kassalow has de s cribed white collar work as it 
existed in t he past . 
So long as most white collar work was of an individ-
ual and non - routine character, the possibilities of 
unionism were slim. In the past, white collar jobs 
in industry were often particularly geared to t he 
particular work place . This meant, in a sense, that 
t here was almost no such thing as white collar or 
at least a clerical labor market . The special rela-
tionshi p of each job to it's own enterprise or office 
tended to prevent the development of a broader group 
consciousness among white collar workers, either 
within an enterprise or throughout an industry. 
It also made workers more dependent on their particu-
lar enterprise since lt
7
made t hem highly vulner-
able when unemployed . 
He goes on to compare this situation to that in a 
modern office • 
Much of the individuality has been disappearing in an 
important part of American industry . One now finds 
115Mills , p . 204 . 
P • 47 • 
ll7Kassalow, Harvard Business Review, XXXX, 
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large batteries of clerks, punch-card operators, 
comptometer operators, and the like emp loyed by many 
firms. Here the s pecial individual consciousness or 
characteristics of the white collar worker are dis-
appe aring . More and more whi te collar workers are 
being routinized or bureaucratized . Office jobs in 
inst ance after instance are becoming less i nterest-
ing in the wake of modernization. The white collar 
worker's relationship with his supervisor is also 
becoming remote; and in most instances, he has n o 
individual contact wi th the public . Further, since 
large numbers are employed, t~Sre is considerable 
blockage of upward mobility . . 
Coupled with these working r e lationships is sup~r-
vision. While a full discussion of supervision is in-
appropriate in this paper, t here are certain weaknesses of 
the typical white collar supervisor, which McMurray and 
Sullivan have enumerated . These faults are as follows: 119 
1. Reluctance to back up and support his subordinates, 
even when they are clearly in the right. 
2. Refusal to accept responsibility for his own mistakes. 
3· A t wo-faced attitude toward his subordinates, p raising 
t hem to their faces but criticizing them behind their 
backs . 
4. Having pets or f avorites, whose support he needs . 
5· Making promises he does not keep. 
6. Indecision and evasion when asked a simple que stion. 
7• The pr ac tice of se eking scapegoats among his subordi-
nates for his mistakes . 
8 . Be ing a pet ty tyrant and martinet-p ompous, empty , and 
authoritative. 
ll8rbid. 
119McMurray and Sullivan, Nation's Business, 
XXIX , p. 10. 
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9· Fawning and flattering behavior toward his superior. 
10. Inconsistencies in his interpretation of company 
policies. 
11. No interest in or respect for his subordinates . 
12. Failure to praise while criticizing his men to inflate 
his own ego . 
13. Discouraging creative thinking or suggestions. 
14. Fear and disorganization in emergencies. 
15. Resentment of criticism or even constructive suggestions. 
16. Failure to keep his subordinates informed about company 
plans and projects . 
17. Operation of a planless, disorganized, disorderly de -
partment . 
18 . Refusal to let the employee know where he stands. 
As with any set of principles, they do not have 
much meaning in the individual case. It would be as diffi-
cult to find a supervisor who was guilty of all these prac-
tices as it would be to find one who was guilty of none. 
However, it can serve as a checklist to locate supervisory 
problems . Bambrick has also cited poor supervision as one 
of the major reasons white collar workers join unions. They 
feel they lack just handling of their day to day grievances. 
The supervisor's word was law from which there was no ap-
peal . This aspect is also shown in many of our newspapers 
in the comic strips. The characters in these comics vivid-
ly depict t he loss of human dignity of the office worker . 120 
120Bambrick, Vital Speeches, XXVI, p . 766. 
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Automation 
It is not only the factory worker who has been 
affected by automation. .Automation has already caused con-
siderable upheaval among many groups of white collar work-
ers . Some say automation will displace great masses of 
white collar workers . Others say automation will create 
millions of new jobs . 
The United Automobile Workers blame automation on 
their lack of progress in white collar organizing . They 
clai~·automation has robbed them of 20, 000 members in the 
past three years by putting office workers out of work . The 
union had 80,000 w~ite collar members in 1957 and has only 
12.1 60 , 000 today . Chrysler and Ford, particularly, have 
been automating their office since 1958 . Yet in the whole 
automobile industry there were only 3400 fewer people in 
offices in 1959 than in 1956. Management believes that 
with superior methods available to deal with information, 
office employees are now being used for other things . Offire 
mechanization makes it possible to do more things and new 
things with the same amount of people . Since most employ-
ees are assigned to other jobs in the corporation, manage-
ment feels machines have not wiped out office jobs per-
manently . But from the point of view of the union, workers 
who lose jobs to office machines are often shifted to new 
121 8 Baxter, Iron Age, CLXXXVI, P • 1 . 
jobs outside the union's jurisdiction and lost to the 
loca1. 122 
Other writers feel that office automation is 
seldom designed to specifically replace clerical functions . 
Some equipment accomplishes things that were never done be-
fore, while ~n other cases, new needs are developed. ·office 
people whose jobs are replaced by automation are trained for 
new jobs or transferred, but seldom laid off. 123 
Ronner observes that automation has not helped 
the unions. 
The decline in labor's ranks does not seem to be miti-
gated by the trend toward office automation. When 
automation first began to invade the office, many 
people predicted that whi t·e collar employees, finding 
themselves consigned to operations much like the 
highly mechanized process of the industrial plant, 
would join the ~~~n in droves. No such stampede 
is taking place. 
He also feels that automation has introduced a 
new type of employee into many factories and offices. This 
is the technologist who has a greater community of interest 
with salaried workers than with unionized production work-
125 ers. 
122noffice Automation Hits UAW; ~!bite Collar Local 
Bids for Chrysler Office Employees ," Business Week, (April 
9, 1960), p. 58. 
123"More 'White Collar Jobs By 1970, Not Fewer, 11 
Office Executive, XXXVI, p. 41. 
124\v. V. Ronner, "Handling Grievances of Now-
Unionized Employees, 11 Personnel,XXXIX (March-April, 1962), 
P• 27 • 
125rbid., PP· 28-29. 
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However, many writers disagree. They feel that 
automation will have a positive effect on white collar or-
ganizing attempts. 
Everett Kassalow believes 11 the shifts in corpor-
ate organization which the increased use of high-speed 
computers is bringing about will probably cause the kind of 
white collar disruption which could intensify the need for 
unionization .u He also believes that the cost side of white 
collar employment will become increasingly important as the 
proporti on of white collar workers grows. As a result, 
layoffs among white collar workers will be greater in future.~ 
recession or depression peri ods than they have been in the 
past . This should also make white collar workers more 
receptive to unionization . 126 
He also believes that these effects of automation 
would generate a "group consciousness 11 as a forerunner to 
union successes. This group feeling can emerge among work-
ers with little sense of "class consciousness 11 or identifi-
cation with production workers. He cited airline pilots as 
an example of a union of this type . These people h ave high 
status and do not consider themselves members of an oppress-
ed class . Yet their group feeling has maintained a strong 
and effective union . 127 
126Kassalow, Harvard Business Revi ew, XXXX , p . 45· 
l27The New York Times, January 3, 1961, p . 25 . 
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Jack Barbash, noted author and labor economist, 
has been quoted in a labor journal as believing that auto-
mation will make unions more important to white collar work-
ers than they have been in the past. This will result in 
tremendous union breakthroughs in the white collar field. 
As automation takes over, the salaried employee will 
find that his role in the industrial society is chang-
ing and that he will be working in much the same 
environment as the industrial worker ••• Automation 
accentuates, · underscores and emphasizes the process 
of alienation of the salaried employee from the employ-
er. The introduction of electronic devices as sub-
stitutes for highly personal, technical, and adminis-
trative skills is already having the effect of sub-
jecting the salaried employees to the industrial 128 discipline with it's uncertainties and pressures . 
Smith believes that far more office workers than 
production workers are threatened by automation. He also 
feels that the fact that most white collar workers in the 
past have been transferred rather than laid off should not 
make the office workers more amenable to automation. Auto-
mated firms cut down the numbers of people they hire because 
most of their labor comes from within the company through 
transfers. Therefore, the net result is a loss of jobs. 
Here is a quotation from Smith concerning the future effects 
of automation~ 
Work standardization, work measurement, and tighter 
external controls on work methods will be the order 
of the day in the future for a number of reasons. 
The growing emphasis on systems planning, forms con-
trol, elimination of unnecessary pape r work , will call 
128cwA News, February, 1961, p. 4. 
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for a much more rigidly planned clerical processing 
line. The faster tempo being demanded of all offices 
will lead to the same results. These factors alone 
will lead to a certain loss of the subtle distinctions 
that have always separated clerical workers from pro -
duction workers and so made them less receptive to 
union organizing efforts.l29 
Howard Coughlin has cited his experience in or-
ganizing office workers as support for these arguments. He 
claims that people in automated offices or offices where 
automation is in the offing , have been more receptive to 
organizing. He cites job security as the big factor. 
Another factor is the work pace. 11 In manual office work, 
you can pace yourself and take breaks of your own choosing. 
But when you work with machines you have to tend the ma-
chine.n Finally, management finds it economical to keep 
automated office equipment operating as long as possible 
each day. This calls for shifts of operators which is also 
conducive to unionism. 13° 
Evidence up to the present time indicates that 
white collar jobs are' just beginning to be eliminated. 
Walter Buckingham, director of the School of Industrial 
Management at Georgia Institute of Technology points out 
that 10,000 electronic computors were installed in United 
States offices in 1961, eliminating about 350,000 jobs. 
Still more jobs are expected to be eliminated by automation 
129smith, Office Management, XX , pp. 22-24. 
13°coughlin, Management Record, XXIV, p . 19. 
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devices . For ex~~ple, an automatic sales clerk can dis-
pense 36 varieties of products , accept payments up to $5 
and give the customer his exact change. The United States 
Treasury uses a computer to keep tract of the 350 million 
checks it issues each year. This machine replaces 450 
clerical employees . Sylvania Electric Products uses a 
computer that processes a 26,000 man weekly payroll in 25 
minutes, calculating regular pay , overtime, absences, late 
to work adjustments, withholding taxes, union dues, and 
social security. Buckingham predicts the rate of installa-
tion of office equipment wil l accelerate. If the compani-
es making such equipment doubled their sales in 1962, then 
700, 000 additional clerical jobs were eliminated .l3l 
Thus, while white collar workers face a problem 
as serious, if not more serious, than blue collar workers, 
the majority of them must face it without the protection of 
the union contract. This is an area where unions can offer 
something of a basic and far -reaching importance to the 
white collar workers . An example of what can be done in 
tnis area is shown by the automation clause negotiated be-
tween the Steelworkers and the American Can Company . The 
purpose of the clause is to help provide new jobs and train-
ing for office workers displaced by machines . 132 This 
131 r'1Hhi te Collar Jobs Hard Hit By Growing Automa-
tion," Labor, XLIII {January 27, 1962), p . 4 . 
132r.u.D. Bulletin, January, 1961, p . 11. 
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clause reads as follows: 
[hen the installation of mechanical or electronic 
office equipment at office locations which are re-
presented by the union will have an eff ect on t he job 
status of employees, management will notify the local 
union grievance committee in advance of such installa-
tion. In the event such mechanical or electronic 
office e quipment is installed, management shall 
provide reasonable training arrangements for t he 
employees who were displaced from their position by 
such installation in order that such employees may 
have an opp ortunity to become qualified as required 
for newly established jobs on such installations . 
The balance of employees wh ose jobs are discontinued 
will be given reasonable training so t hat they may 
become qualified to take other jobs 10 the unit to 
which their seniority entitles t hem . '3 
l33Kassalow, Harvard Business Review, XXXX, p . 45 · 
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Comparative Wages and Salaries 
Kassalow h a s compared wages and salaries of blue 
collar and white collar workers. One of the reasons for the 
great increase in European white collar unionism has been 
the greater economic gains made by the unionized blue 
collar workers . In the United States, the evidence is not 
so clearly favorable to the blue collar worker. From the 
late 1930's to the late 1940 ' s, the rise of blue collar 
unionism and the favorable labor market had the effect of 
accelerating the relative economic gains of the blue collar 
Since the early 1950's this has no longer been worker . 
true •134 According to the Monthly Labor Review, the trends 
in income by occupation since 1950 do not indicate that 
the differences between white collar and blue collar work-
ers have been diminishing . In fact , there is some evidence 
that the differences have actually increased during this 
period . 135 As Kassalow has pointed out that "from a purely 
tactical viewpoint, large numbers of white collar workers 
were more ripe for unionization in the decade of the 1940's 
than they are today . nl36 
l34Ibid . , p . 46 . 
135c. A. Barry, nwhite Collar Employment: Char-
acteristics," Monthly Labor Review, LXXXIV (February, 1961) 
P · un . 
l36Kassalow, Harvard Business Review, XXXX, P • 47· 
However , it must be remembered that Kassalow is 
speaking of v1hite collar workers as a group. This group 
ranges from low-level clerical help to full -fledged pro-
fessionals. Since this paper is focused on the clerical, 
office worker , it would be profitable to examine the re-
lationships be tween these workers and their blue collar 
counterparts. It should be evident that while white collar 
incomes are higher than those of blue collar workers , great 
variations exist within the white collar occupational groups 
and between men and women in the same occupational groups. 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics conducts annual 
studies among establishments employing 100 or more persons 
in 188 Standard Metropolitan Statistical Areas. The 
following industries are included: manufacturing , transpor-
tation, communications, electric, gas, sanitary services, 
wholesale trade, retail trade, finance, insurance, real 
estate, architectural services, and research, development, 
and testing laboratories. It has been consistently found 
that finance, insurance, and real estate industries have 
similar pay levels, which are usually very much lower in 
clerical occupations. 137 
The Bureau of Labor Statistics' study also com-
pare s the various office and plant jobs in many cities in 
l37L. E. Badenhoop, "Pay Levels for Profession-
al and Other White Collar Occupations," Monthly Labor Re-
view, LXXXIII (December, 1960), PP • 1287-1289. 
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the United States. The results s peak for themselves. On 
an average, plant workers in Boston made $89 per we e k com-
pared to $69 for clerical workers in 1960. While t his $20 
difference is greater than the country-wide differential, 
it does i llustrate the general situation. 138 
The latest national survey shows that for all 
clerical occupations, average salaries increased 2 . 9% from 
1961 to 1962. Since the increase was 3% during the previous 
period, there is some indication that t he rate of salary 
increase is not accelerating and may even be slowing down. 
The average monthly salary of clerical occupations is $3 38. 
Broken down to a weekly basis this is only $78 per week .l39 
138J . H. Hawkes, "Job Pay Levels and Trends in 
60 Labor Markets," LXXIV, (February, 1961), pp . 164-166. 
l39L. E. Badenhoop, uSalary Leve ls for V..lhi te 
Collar Occupations," Monthly Labor Review, rx:t.XV (Decem-
ber 1962), p. 1367. 
Table 4 - Office vs . plant pay scale 
in Boston , 1960 
Office Weekly Salary 
Accounting clerks A 
Accounting clerks B 
Plant Weekly Wage 
File clerks B 
Payroll clerks 
Comptometer operators 
Keypunch operators 
Office girls 
Secretaries 
Stenographers 
Switchboard operators 
Typists A 
Typists B 
Average Weekly Salary 
75 · 50 
66.00 
64 . 50 
61.50 
79 · 50 
76.00 
69 . 00 
78 . 00 
68 . 50 
62 . 00 
76 -50 
62 .00 
69 .. 00 
Carpenters 
Electricians 
Trades helper 
Machinists 
Mechanics 
Painters 
Tool makers 
Guards 
Janitors 
Laborers 
Order fillers 
Truck drivers 
Truckers 
Watchmen 
Average Weekly 
Wage 
102 .40 
107 . 60 
82 . 00 
111 . 60 
94 .80 
90 .80 
114.40 
80 .00 
66 .00 
75 -60 
77 -20 
91 . 60 
85 . 60 
66 .40 
89 . 00 
Source: J . H. Hawkes, 11 Job Pay Levels and Trends 
in 60 Labor Markets,n Monthly Labor Review , LXXIV (Feb-
ruary , 1961), pp . 164-166 . 
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Table 5· Monthly clerical salaries in 
the United States, 1962 
Bookeeping-machine operators I ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $2-82 
Bookeeping-machine operators II•••••••••••••••••••••••• 354 
Clerks, accounting I •••.••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 330 
Clerks, accounting II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 436 
Clerks, file I • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Clerks, file II ••.••••.••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••.••• 
Clerks, file III •••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Ke ypunch operators I••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 310 
Keypunch operators II •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 355 
Office boys and girls ••••••••••••••••••••• • •.••• •• ••••• 266 
Stenographers, general••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 338 
Stenographers, senior•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 384 
Switchboard operators •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 338 
Switchboard operators, special •••••••• •• •••••••••••••••• 372 
Tabulating machine operators I •••••••• ••••••••••••••••• 318 
Tabulating machine operators II•••••••••••••••••••••••• 393 
Tabulating ma chine operators III •••••••••• ••••• .••••••• 469 
Typists I .••••.•••••.••••••••.••••••• . •.•.•••.••.•••••• 283: 
Typist s I I ••• •. • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 333 
Average Monthly Clerical Salary •••••• • ••••••••••••••••• 338 
Average Weekly Clerical Salary ••••••••••••••• •• •• • ••••• 78 
Source : L. E . Badenhoop, ttsalary Levels for 
lh'bite Collar Occupations," Monthly Labor Review, LXXXV , 
(December, 1962~ 
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This compares quite unfavorably with wages in 
blue collar occupations. In 1961, the Department of Labor 
reported that the average weekly earnings of factory workers 
set a new record. In durable goods industries f actory work-
ers earned on an average $100.10 compared to $97·44 the 
previous year. This fi gure represented the earnings of some 
7 million workers. V orkers in soft-goods industries like 
textiles, clothing, apparel, etc . , earned on the average 
$;8 5.17 per week . This figure represents 5 ·3 million people. 
Therefore , the 12.3 million factory workers in the two 
sectors combined averaged $95 · 99 per week.L40 
\fuite collar salaries have also been studied by 
private agencies like the National Office Management As -
sociation. Their 1962 survey covered 23 typi?al jobs in 
the clerical field. A cross section of all types of busi-
ness, industry, and service organizations throughout the 
country were surveyed. The findings show the average 
salary rate in the United Sta tes is $77 per week . This 
fi gure, which represents a $2 increase over the 1961 aver-
. age clerical salary, is weighted by the number of employees 
reported for each of the 23 jobs reported . The west and 
east-central areas of the country paid the highest wages at 
$82 and $80 respectively, while the Southern and Eastern 
L4°nA New High in Factory Pay," Personnel, XXXIX, 
(March-April, 1962), p . 62. 
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sections are paid the lowest . 141 
14lv~ . H. Latham and E. M. Graff, "Clerical 
Salaries, 1962, 11 Advanced Management, I (August, 1962), 
p . 36. 
~~ekly clerical salaries in the 
United States, 1962 
Accounting Clerk. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ••.•• $100 
Accounting Clerk, Jr. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 81 
Bookeeping machine operator •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 66 
Clerk, general••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 81 
Clerk, general, Jr. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 66 
Mail clerk-messager•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 61 
Payroll clerk ••••••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
Tabulating machine operator •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Tabulating machine operator, Jr. •••••••••••••••••••••• 79 
Key punch operator and verifier •••••••••••••••••••••••• 76 
Key punch operator ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 70 
Calculating machine operat or ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 79 
Calculating machine operator, Jr. ••••••••••••••••••••• 69 
Duplicating machine operator •••••••••••••••••••••••••••. 72 
File clerk •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 60 
Secretary •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 99 
Secretary, Jr. •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 87 
Stenographer... . • • • . . . • . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • 81 
Stenographer, Jr. ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 73 
Typist •...••••......•.•• • • •. • • •. • · • • · · • • · • · · • • · · • • • • • • • 73 
Typist, Jr. • . . . . • . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . • . • • . . • . . . . . . • • . . . . . • 64 
Telephone switchboard operator ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 73 
Telephone operator-receptionist •• 
Average Weekly Clerical Salary ••• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
71 
77 
Source: 1962 National Office Management Association Survey. 
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Many management officials try to say that the 
salary differences between white collar office workers and 
blue collar production or maintenance workers are made up 
of fringe benefits . Vmite collar workers at one time did 
enjoy advantages over blue collar workers in the matters 
of vacations, holidays, sick leave, working hours, rest 
periods, insurance, medical protection, pensions, profit-
sharing p l ans, and many other benefits. "Today the typical 
blue collar worker has fringe benefits comparable to those 
of the white collar workers . In fact the inducements to-
day for a younger person to enter a blue collar job are 
greater than those for him to enter a white collar job . ul4Z 
Livings tone points out that today union members have the 
same benefits as whi te collar workers but with one differ-
ence- theirs are contractually guarant~ed. 143 
Livingstone has also summarized the relative eco-
nomic positions of both blue collar and white collar cler-
ical workers . Seventy years ago the income of the white 
collar worker was almost double that of the manual worker . 
Thirty ye ars ago salaried employees earned 30% more than 
manual workers. Today manual workers earn approxi mately 
25% more than white collar workers. He cites a 1960 survey 
l42McMurray and Sullivan, American Business, 
XXIX, P• 7• 
143Livingstone, The American Federationist, 
LXVIII, P • 7• 
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of consumer finances conducted by the Survey Research Center 
of the University of Mi chigan as another example. This 
study reve a led that union families as a group have achieved 
higher levels of income than comparable non-union families . 
They have larger holdings in terms of liquid assets, are 
able to contract a h igher average amount of installment 
obligations, and account for a higher proportion of home 
ownership . Livingstone concludes his position as follows: 
As a result of union activity, organized workers 
have reaped greater benefits than have unorganized 
workers . This applies not only to wages and fringe 
b enefits, but to the conditions of work as well. 
Government figures to this effect have been public 
property for years, and~private surveys have substan-
tiated the conclusions.L44 
144rbid. 
CHAPTER VI 
I MPLICATIONS 
For Unions 
For unions, a breakthrough among white collar 
workers is a matter of life or death. It would minimize 
the serious threat to union power and influence posed by 
the increasing number and importance of these workers in 
the changing labor force. It would also mean increased 
union power , influence, and revenue.l45 
Production and maintenance personnel in almost all 
northern factories employing 1000 or more are organized. 
The American Federation of Labor's "operation Dixie" was a 
dismal failure costing millions of dollars. Since the merg-
er it has never gained momentum. Labor leaders are con-
vinced it will be years before a breakthrough can be made 
in the South. This leaves the white collar field as the 
only immediate potential for more power and more dues.l46 
American unionism has usually emphasized the "lead 
company" in it's collective bargaining t a ctics and objec-
145"Here Comes Union Drive on Office Workers," 
Nation 's Business, XXXVII, p . 66. 
146McMurray and Sullivan, "American Business , 
XXIX, P • 6. 
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tives . In most cases, it is these ex panding and prosperous 
companies which show the gr eatest increase in non-manua l 
e mployment. The necessity of mai ntaini ng strength in these 
lead sectors will turn l abor leaders incre a singl y toward the 
prob lem of white collar unionization.147 
Everett Kassalow has stated the significance of 
the problem i n the fol l owing way: 
Certainly in t he long run, the AFL-CIO and its key 
leaders and unions, h aving ea rned a central social 
and political positi on in modern society , will be 
we akened if these uni ons remain almost an purely 
blue collar force . The very will and abi lity of t he 
AFL- CIO to play the part of sp okesman will be modi-
fied if there is a ~~Sious relative decline i n the 
industrial society.L4 
P• 44. 
l47Kassalow, Harvard Business Review, XXXX, 
148 4 Ibid . , P • 5• 
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For Man agement 
The ri ght of workers to organize and barga in 
coll ectively is essential in a democracy . Unions benefit-
ed workers and contributed to the ultimat e advantage of 
the whole economy . But unions can be di sruptive to the 
orderly functions of business . Management can lose control 
over many aspects of operations that influence the company's 
success . Emphas i s i s placed on seniority rather than 
ability; flexib i lity in making changes is reduced . 
For employers, white collar unionization means 
further union intervention i nto management, additional 
and more complicated employee relations prob lems, and in-
creased strike potential . The union adds another i nstitu-
tion tha t can become inefficie~t , tied up in re d tape, or 
bogged down in archaic pr a ctices . These are t hen added to 
the already comp lex pattern of relationships existing with-
in t he company . Company resistance is underst andable. In 
f act, t he American Federat i on of Labor-Congress of Indus-
trial Organizations has itself resisted unionization. In 
1958 , organizers wanted t he ir own union and were strongly 
opposed by the American Federation of Labor-Congress of 
Industrial Org anizations on t he grounds that t hey were 
managerial emplo yees . Recognition came only after they had 
obtained a National Lab or Relations Board ruling in their 
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favor.l49 
Moreover, there is a definite cost involved in 
unionization from management's point of view. Following 
is an estimate of what the unionization of four-hundred 
white collar workers cost one electrical manuf acturer: 
1 . Management time (negotiating, investigating, 
discussing grievances) ••••••••••••••••••••••••• $ 35,000 
2. Time spent by stewards on union business ••••••• 20,000 
3· Clerical expense of checkoff, record keeping, 
etc. ·······•••••••••••••••••••••:............. 5,000 
4 . Five percent loss in productivity (indirect loss 
of steward's time, time lost in changeovers etc.lOO,OOO 
$160 ,000 
These are only the initial costs. Much more money , is 
probably spent on legal salaries, fees, and the impend-
erable losses of production and sales resulting from 
strike.15° 
Howard Coughlin feels that most employees are 
satisfied with results after unionization of their office 
workers . The union contract can be a means of settling 
many disagreements which ari se. It often offers management 
a way out of some of it's office operation and personnel 
problems.l5l 
tl~9French, Management Review, XXXXIX , p . 10. 
15°R. L. Shaw, nA.nswer to i¥hite Collar Unions,n 
Personnel, XXXVII , (January, 1960), P •. 27. 
151s. Shepherd, nReport on Office Union Drive," 
Office, XXXXVII, (June, 1958), P • 94 • 
In an attemp t to determine the effect of white 
collar unionism upon man agement, the National Office Manage-
ment Association's annual survey has a s pecial section of 
questions for those firms whose white collar workers are 
partially or wholly unionized . The 1961 survey revealed 
152 the following percentages: 
Subject Percentage 
1 . Manageme nt-employee relationships 
Not improved 
Improved 
No opinion 
2 . Overall office efficiency 
Decreased 
Increased 
Remained the same 
3· Handling of discharges 
Less satisfactory 
More satisfactory 
Remained the same 
4. Promotion pr actices 
Influenced 
Not influenced 
No opinion 
58 
20 
22 
22 
Mt 
50 
4~ 
64 
31 
5 
5· Management flexibility in making office changes 
Altered 36 
Not altered 54 
No opinion 10 
6. Number of office employees 
Increased 
Decreased 
No change 
152 Grinder, Office Executive, XXXVI, p. 11. 
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Subject (con't) 
7• Attitude of emp loyees toward union 
Unfavorable 
Favorable 
Indifferent 
Percentage 
Naturally, these figures have a built-in bias 
s ince only management receive d these questionaires. How-
ever, they are valuable for determining which areas seem 
to be most effected by off ice unionization. For most of 
these questions, a large number of respondents answered 
"no change". The tw o notable exceptions are discharge and 
promotion. This is expected since unions have traditional-
ly emphasized seniority rather t han merit as a basis for 
decision in these areas. In view of the s ample, it is sur-
prising that the replies were not more negative. This seems 
to indicate that management can learn to live with a union 
in an office s i tuation. The most interesting part of this 
survey was the question of employee attitude. By manage -
ments own amnission, an over-whelming percentage of their 
employees are either favorable toward the union or indiffer-
ent. Only 7% felt their employees were unfavorable to-
ward the union. 
For Unorganized Vfhite Collar Employees 
The conditions of the past cannot be expe cted to 
continue indefinitely into the future. Change is the only 
constant. The prestige of t he white collar has declined 
and will continue to decline as the proportion of white 
collar workers in the labor force increases. Working con-
ditions in the office, as well as in other aspects of life 
in general, will become increasingly more impersonal .as 
automation increases. As the proportion of white collar 
workers on the company payroll increases, management will 
begin to treat them as variable labor costs. Layoffs and 
unemployment may become imp ortant problems f or t he lower 
level white collar worke r in the future. vrithout some form 
of organization to mitegate some of the more extreme eff ect-
s of these trends, they will remain unprotected in a world 
of organized social and economic groups. 
However, unionization cannot be considered a 
solution to all the problems of the white collar worker. 
Unions cann ot r everse the tides of history . They cannot 
restore dignity and presti ge to a job whi ch has been changed 
by automation. They cannot guarantee wages and s alaries as 
high as those paid blue collar workers if the forces of 
supply and demand do not require it . Finally, there are 
costs involved in unionization. Monetary costs would 
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include initiation fees and periodic dues . Personal costs 
would include a loss of individualism and status that in-
variably accom9anies union organization. Individual needs 
are subordinated to the needs of the group. In the final 
analysis, the decision to unionize or not to unionize in-
volves a subj e ctive weighing of rational and irrational 
needs against the potential ga ins of unionization. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS 
Future Predictions 
Opinion of others 
A poll was recently conducted by the Univers i ty 
of Mi chigan's Industrial Relati ons Bureau. The poll vJas 
conducted in 29 Michigan cities among 85 business concerns, 
representing 320,000 employees of whom 89 ,000 were in 
white collar categories. It was noted that thirty percent 
of the managers believed whi te co l lar workers would turn 
to unions in large numbers in the future. Thirty-seven 
percent sai d they did not believe white collar unions 
would ga in strength. Seven percent had no op inion and 
t wenty- six percent did not reply.l53 
The program director of the Bureau found the 
following factors were most impor t ant to those who be-
lieved unionization would increase; (1) poor supervisory 
practices, (2) inadequate salary administration and advance-
ment, (3) refusal to h onor past service in e stablishing pen-
sion programs, (4) l agging fringe benefits, (5) arbitrary 
h i ring and l ayoffs, and (6) poor co~nunications. An addi-
153m A News, July , 1962, p . 8. 
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tional f actor which was not mentioned was the impact of 
automation on the off ice. The results of this poll indi-
cate tha t a l a rge percentage of busine s smen are in agree-
ment with l ab or l eaders concerning future white col lar 
i . 154 organ z1ng . 
Most writers believe white collar union member-
ship will increase. Howe ver, the y emphasize di f ferent 
re asons for this proposed deve lopment. McMurray and Sulli-
van feel that as the off ice grows, t he layers of s upervision 
wil l increase and communication difficulties will also in-
crease. Weak and autocratic supervis i on will intensify t he 
problem . 155 Another writer mentions the following trends 
as contributing to future white collar union interest: 156 
1. Office work is taking on some characteristics of pro-
duction work. 
2. Jomen are returning to work at middle age to remain 
employed for the rest of their active l i ves. 
3· Pension rights and other union security benefits are 
becoming more i mportant to most workers. 
4. The urgent need of l abor to maint ain it' s strength 
will force it t o organize the of f ice. 
Howard Coughlin believes white collar union mem-
bershi p will increase be cause the organizing environment is 
154vibite Collar, Sep tember, 1962, p . 4. 
l55Mc:Murray and Sulli van, American Business, 
XXIX, p. 9· 
156nchanging Ratio of Clerical and Production Work-
ers Spurs Union's Interest in Office,n Office Mana gement, 
XX , P• 147• 
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more f avorable now than it was a few years ago. The anti-
union climate generated by the McLellan Committee's union-
racketeering hearings have subsided . Since shite collar 
people are especially affected by this type of publicity, 
it is expected that their attitudes toward unions will 
change for the better . 157 
Even if their attitudes have not changed in any 
way , the noted Swedish economist, Gunnar Myrdal, feels that 
white collar workers will be force d to organize. The nature 
of our modern society will compel them to seek a means of 
representation . He states that the "interest of e quity 
will lead all substantial groups to develop bargaining form~ 
with help from the state indeveloping bargaining power, 
if necessary."l5B Everett Kassalow believes more a tten-
tion will be paid to the white collar group by top union 
officials in the future . The coming decade will witness 
important new efforts by the industrial unions to organize 
white collar workers . These unions have the manpower and 
resources to put to the task; moreover, they realize it is 
a matter of life and death. He also expects to see mergers 
between independent white collar groups and unions of the 
American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial Organi-
157coughlin, Management Record, XXIV, p. 21 . 
l5Ba. Myrdal, Beyond the V. elfare State, (New Haven: 
Yale University Press, 1960), pp . 43-46. 
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zations. The large industrial unions will a ssume a major 
responsibility for white collar organi zing . This is necess-
ary to counterbalance economic power in the United States 
which tends to revolve arqund a company or an industry. 
If several unions were negotiating separate agreements at 
different times with a company like General Motors, the 
result would be mass confusion, suspicion, and inadequate 
·employee representation. Howeve r, there will still be a 
place for strictly white collar, craft organizations in 
areas outside the major industries . 159 
Kassalow sums up his future predictions as 
follows: 
\Vhen resources and energy on a sufficient sca le are 
finally turned towar'd this newer area of unioniza-
tion, American unions may we ll discover t ·hat t here 
ha s been a t endency to exaggerate the difficulties 
involved in white co l lar organizing . Certainly, 
there are hundreds of white collar emp loyment situa-
t i ons where an acc umulation of grievances and the 
need for union re presentation present a potential 
for organization. v~'hile the organizati on of white 
collar workers will require some different approaches, 
these a pproaches, although different, do not necessar-
ily impose greater obst a cl~s than are presented today 
in blue collar organizing . lbO 
Personal feeling s 
These writers are being overly optimistic, not 
only about the possibilities of future organizing success, 
but also about the p ossibility of sufficient res ources 
l59Kassalow, Harvard Business Review, XXXX, p . 50. 
l60ibid., p . 52 . 
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being made available to do the job. The leaders of the 
large American labor unions are oriented toward the blue 
collar, manual worker. For the most part the y are older 
men . With age comes a conservatism and a quest for secur-
ity. They may give l i p-service to the goals of organizing 
the white collar worker, but this does nothing to increase 
membership . At the p resent time even the s h ort-run goals 
have not been a chieved . Moreover , jurisdictional disputes 
between industrial and white collar unions cannot be solved 
overnight. This involves a basic conflict over the princip-
les and philosophy of union organization. Final ly, the 
basic antipathy of white collar workers toward unions 
cannot be solved by any shor- term panacea . 
I forsee no union breakthru in the organization 
of white collar workers. In the coming year·s, the white 
collar proportion of union membership will increase. How-
ever, t hi s will be a gradual process and will not represent 
any general stampede of white collar workers to the union 
fold . Meanwhile, unions will continue to lose power in 
our economy . 
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Recommendations 
Management 
It is still not too late for management to hold 
or regain the loyalty and support of t heir office workers. 
Up to now management has been chiefly concerned with the 
161 problems of the factory worker . What is needed is a 
thorough re-evaluation of office policies and procedures. 
This should be done periodically, regardless of a union 
threat. Both management and the union face the same problem 
to recognize the real needs and satisfactions of white 
collar workers and provide programs for meeting them. 'r.he 
opportunity and challenge of the white collar employee 
faces management as well as the union. 
In companies where white collar workers are 
already organized or become organized in the future, manage-
ment should see the good as well as the bad effects. In 
many cases, union demands are sound from the point of view 
of management. The union often forces management to do 
some fundamental thi nking on policies and procedures which 
it had previously p osponed to the indefinite future. This 
disturbance of well established relationships may well be a 
l6lsee Appendix B for a comp arison of whi te 
collar and blue collar unions . 
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bless ing in disguise . 
Union 
Organizat ional efforts may be improved by some 
of t he follow ing suggestions : 162 
1 . Hand pi ck and carefully train organizers . 
Aggressive and intelligent college graduates should be 
recruited for organizing work . They should be sent to 
a s pecialized, central school for organizers set up by 
the Ameri can Federation of Lab or-Congress of Industrial 
Organizat i ons for all their af f iliated unions . 
2 . Use more women as organizers . 
These women should come fr om the ranks of colle ge 
women and already organized clerica l workers . They 
should h ave a greater nrapp ort" wi th the large numbers 
of unorganized women clerical workers. Moreover, this 
should tend to lessen the belief tha t uni ons are for 
low-status manual worke rs. 
3· Concentrate on the personal approach. 
This involves personal visits to t he home of white 
collar workers, personal letters, and phone calls. 
4. Use s a les techniques . 
An example of this is selling older workers on the 
advantages of seniority prote cti on and pensions , while 
higher pay is emphasized with younger wo r kers. 
5· Resort to "anticipa tory reta l iation . 1t 
Examine the techni ques the e mployer wil l use to dis-
courage unionization and olan a union program to over-
come them . 
6 . Emphasize the fact that lower wages for women cause 
lower wages for men, or at least keep t hem from rising . 
When working girls refuse to orga---lize today , this 
effects l ncome of their future husbands and househo l ds . 
7• Give more emphasis to education as a means of changing 
the organizational climate . 
l62see Appendix A for a summary of current union 
organizing philosophy and t e chniques among white collar 
workers . 
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This can be accomplished through an expanded public rela-
tions progr am including radio , televisions, and the ne ,is-
papers. An editorial in Jhite Collar points out the imp or-
tance of e.ducation in the drive to organize white collar 
workers . 
Unorganized clericals wi ll, if not corrected, begin to 
feel that a small number of corrupt union officials 
accura t ely r eflect the a ctions of the entire labor 
movement ••• In the year 1961, statistics indicate 
that a large number of bank officials absconded wi th, 
or stole, funds entrusted to them. These same wl ite 
collar workers v1ho may tend to think corrupt ion is 
widespread within the labor movement, would never, 
under any circumstances, think of our banking institu-
tions as corrupt because of the sins of a few . 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
We know , from experience , that the press of the 
United St a tes, for the most part, is pro-business and 
anti-labor. We would expect tha t a small part of the 
population would be affected by the const ant barrage 
of propaganda whi ch emanates from the newspape rs, 
televis i on, and radio and 'Jhi ch is biased against the 
legitimate objectives of the trade union movement. 
Our growing con cern, however, deals with our increas-
ing awareness of the large numbers of pe ople, par-
ticularly in the white col lar class, who a re always 
prone to see the shortcomings of organized labor but 
defend the sins of bi g business . Organized labor 
wi l l h a ve to do n ore in the way of education and 
publi c relations to combat the steady stream of 
p ropaganda intended to place 6the laboring classes in the poorest p ossible light . l 3 
Everett Kassalow has discussed certain structural 
changes whi ch are necessary if the prevai ling blue collar 
interests of the American Federation of Labor-Congress of 
Industrial Organizations are to be modified in terms of 
white collar needs. First, a special department or division, 
concerned exclusively with wh i te collar v; orker p roblems 
should be s e t up a t or near the top structure of the labor 
l63\Vhite Collar, October, 1962, P• 4. 
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movement. Next , the Executive Council, the key governing 
center of the federation should be altered in order to be 
re presentative of the growing white collar and government 
work f orce. There sho uld al so be se parate local unions for 
non-manua l workers at the same company locations as organ-
ized production and maintenance workers. These locals 
should have an opp ortunity to ne gotiate a separate contract 
although t here should be a coordinat i on of expiration dates. 
Finally, special divisons should be se t up with e a ch of the 
industrial unions to help coordinate and extend the inter-
ests of whi te collar workers. These can provide a basis 
f or meeting spe cial uni on pe rsonnel problems posed by the 
organization pf white collar worke rs. ''V·ihat will be ca lled 
for in t he next decade or two, if the job is to be accomp-
lished successfully, is a verit ab le transformat i on of the 
institution itself. This is not an easy task for any large 
and r e latively successful institution .nl64 
l64Kassalow, Harvard Business Review, XXXX, 
pp . 50-51. 
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Persona l Eva luation 
~~ite collar workers are s i milar to blue collar 
workers in many ways . They share many general problems . 
They are usually employed by someone else and therefore 
subject to managerial discipline . Cost of living rises and 
unemployment are also problems . But they h ave turned to 
unionism to a much lesser degree than blue collar workers . 
Many f a ctors h~ve contributed to this reluct ance . ~~ite 
colla.r workers fe e l tha t a union is for blue collar workers 
only and joining su0h an organization lowers one's status. 
They tend to over estimate their value from the employer's 
point of view . The employer sh ows his a ttitude by substitut-
ing status symbols and titles for monetary rewards. Ignor-
ance of their ri ghts under the law and the organization and 
methods of unions are also sizeable obstacles. Finally, 
many wh ite colla r worke rs expect past conditions to continue 
indefintiely in the future. In the past, they have bene-
fited f r om union-negoti a ted wages which have been passed on 
to t hem wi thout their shouldering a proportionate share of 
the risk and financial support involved. Moreover, automa-
tion has had less effect on white collar emp loyment than 
blue collar employment in the past . As automation of rou-
tine office chores accelerates, this cannot be expe cted to 
continue. 
John Livingstone has summarized the union role in 
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educating the w:n ite collar worker as fo l lows: 
It is the job of the union to help those who cannot 
see their work world realistically, to re alize that 
changing conditions have exerted the greatest possible 
leveling effect; t hat work changes have reduced many 
white collar positions to routine chores . The union 
must help them to r e cognize that in today 1 s complex 
society it ts group action that best protects individual 
interests . lb5 
A. H. Raskin , labor editor of the New York Time s, has empha-
sized the economic and political role of unions . 
If democratic values are to survive in this country, 
a healthy un i on movement will have to play it's 
important role in giving them meaning . To let it sink 
into a supine subserviance to management, with no 
real grip on the loyalty or ide alism of American 
workers, would throttle at the source much of our 
productive energy and reduce our chan ces of overcom-
i ng the challenge of Soviet industrial progress . A 
labor movement excessively dependent on government 
would be equally empty of democratic vitality . No 
group in our complex society has a monopoly on wis-
dom. If labor defaults in it 1 s role as a balance 
wheel against too much concentration of power in 166 industry or the state, we shall all be the poorer . 
Raskin is hinting at John Kenneth Galbraith 's 
concept of "counte rvailing power .u Under this concept, 
size and power, as such, are not bad . They only become 
baQ. when there is no opposing influence on the other side 
of the market . Thus , large buyers act as an e f fective 
check on large sellers. In the present - day economy compos -
ed of big business, big government , and big labor, competi-
tion according to the cl assical model is not possible . 
l65Livingstone, The American Federationist,LXVIII, 
p . 9· 
l66Raskin, Atlantic Monthly, CCVII, P • 60. 
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Therefore, counte r vailing power ha s emerged as the counter-
part of competition. 167 
This theory may be related to the problems of 
union membership and the organization of white collar 
workers. If unions are unsuccessful in organizing whi te 
collar workers, their membership will fall . This is true 
because t he number of white collar workers in the labor 
force is expected to accele r ate in the future. Moreover, 
they will be less effective in securing gains for their 
members since they will represent a smaller proportion of 
the work for ce. At the same time, both organized and un-
organized workers will witness this de cline in union abil-
ity to secure benefits . They may decide the disadvantages 
of union membership outweigh the advantages . This decline 
in interest, coupled with normal attrition will for ce labor 
into a subservient role in the economy. The slack will be 
taken up by big business or the government. In either 
case, the e quilibrium of p owe r will be upset . Both blue 
collar and white collar workers, out of necessity, will 
turn to the g overnment to solve many of their basic prob-
lems. As the government role i ncreases, the role of private 
collective bargaining will decrease. The country will move 
further along the road to a we lfare state and soci a lism. 
167J. K. Galbraith, "The The ory of Countervail-
ing Powe r," American Capit a lism, (Cambridge: The Ri verside 
Press , 1952), pp . 108-134. 
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A strong and effective trade union movement is 
one of capitalism 's greatest bulwarks against socialism. 
The so-called ttdefenders of capitalism" who stress union 
power and advocate a lessening of it, are actually enemie s 
of free enterprise. The ·union movement is much weaker to-
day than it is pi ctured in most of the nation 's newspapers 
and magazines. A comparison of the assets of some of our 
giant corporations compared to those of our major trade 
unions will reveal the absurdity of attacking union power . 
Moreover, this 11 power 11 will become even less in the future 
if the bulk of white collar workers remain unorganizedA 
Many industrialists also agree with this view. 
J. Irwin :Miller, board chairman of Cum.nins Engine Company 
had this to say about the role of unions in our society: 
In the complex industrial society in which we live 
and in which we are grouped together in very large 
units, I believe that the presence of strong and 
responsible labor unions is essential to society, to 
the worker, a.nd to management ••• In the large 
corporation where the lines of communication from the 
head of the business be c ome too long , you must short-
circuit it ••• ~ith a l abor Q~ion what you are 
really restoring is direct communica tion both ways , 
from the head to th~ workers and back from the working 
level to the top.l6~ 
People completely outside of the labor-management 
situation have also supported the value of worker organiza-
tion . A Protestant minister , Dr . David M. Baxter , was re-
cently asked for advice on joining unions. He answered the 
l6SLabor, December l, 1962, P • 4. 
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question in the form of a sermon which he later reduced to 
writing under the title, Some Reasons f or Joining~ Tra de 
Uni on. The text of his article is quoted as follows : 
As long as there is organized capital, there will be 
organized labor. Lab or i s capital . Their ability to 
labor is the only capital most Americans ha ve. Peop-
le whose capital is their working ab ility have a part-
nership with management and financial cap tial. The 
true union member 'Nants to help, n ot h inder, his 
employer. The more successful the business, the 
more successful t he employee if he r e ceives the f ull 
value for his lab or, a fa ir share of the profits he 
h as helped p roduce. A working man 's life is valuable. 
Every time the clock ticks, there g oes a second off 
that life . ~~en h e sells the hours of hi s life to 
make p rofit for someone, he is entitled to all he can 
get for those preciou s h ours. Humanity being what it 
i s, it i s to the advantage of the fellow who e xploits 
others to get a maximum of work out of his emp loyees 
while paying a min imum of wages . He will buy his 
worker 's life as cheaply as p ossible. To p rotect 
himself, the worker tries to get as much as p ossible 
for his life . By himself, this is difficult with 
employers organized. He can be broken like a s~~Qk. 
But bre aking a bundle of sticks is not so e asy.- ~ 
The unions must share some of the blame for their 
d iminishing power and influence . Lack of i n si ght, inex-
pe rience, poor organiza tion, and inadequa te financing have 
all retarded the organization of white collar workers in 
the past. However, the future cannot be pre d icted on the 
basis of the past. 
169~~ite Collar, February, 1962, p . 4. 
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Genera l Approach 
Many generalizations emerge d from t he Staff Semi -
nar on "White Collar Workers in Industry . n The fol l owing 
are t ypical examp les of labor union attitude toward the 
organization of wh ite colla r workers : 17° 
1 . A great deal more patience and time must t ypically be 
devoted to organizing campai gns involving white collar 
worke r s . 
2 . A care f ul, factual appe a l will be of considera t e im-
port ance with t his group wh o may be more literal or 
data minded than blue collar workers . Appe a ls should 
be tailored very concretely to the immediate needs 
and i nterests of the white collar g roup s . General 
union or solidarity- type literature may not be very 
effect i ve . 
3· It should be possible to establish an extensive com-
mittee system within the white co l lar gr oup during 
the course of organizing . The interest of white 
collar workers can and should be aroused on such 
matters as preparation for contra ct draf ting, review-
ing company insurance programs, t he prepara tion of 
propaganda for the campaign , act . The use of such 
committees could serve the double purpose of increas-
i ng the number of workers participating directly in 
t he campaign and at the same time providing addit i on-
al r e sources for the organizers . The net e ffect is 
to create a situation where the unions struggle for 
recogni tion will be essentially one of an in- group 
rather than an out-group against management . 
4. In framing programs and appeals to attra ct whi te 
collar workers in i ndustry , organizers must be cogni-
zant of the fact tha t these workers probably have a 
17°Industrial Union Dep artment, AFL-CIO, and the 
American Labor Education Service, Summary Re port of Staff 
Semi n ar (December 1- 3, 1960), PP • 7-8 . 
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deeper sense of indi vidualism regarding their occu-
pational status . Appeals should be tailored more 
directly to meet t hi s sense. 
The American Federation of Labor - Congress of 
Industrial Organizations Director of Organization, John 
Livingstone, h a s emphasized that there is no single way of 
organi zing . Each organizing task is unique . An approach 
that succeeds on one occasion may f ai l on another . An 
unsuccessful tactic may prove victorious in different cir-
cumstances . But since white collar wo r kers are different 
from blue collar worke r s in many ways, some variation in 
organizing method is needed . 
Those who organize white col l ar worke r s must be ab le 
to translate trade unionism into t he many diff erent 
languages of the white collar world ; the y must be 
capable of interpreting the ne eds of white collar 
workers in t r ade union t e rms. This me ans that the 
bargaining goals must be tailored to the s pecial 
problems and motivations of particular groups of 
wh i te collar emp loyees .l71 
Organizing success de pends upon t wo f actors . One 
is the general environment , which is largely outside the 
control of the organizer . The other is the specific organ -
izing t actics utilized by the organizer . 
Until 1959 attempts to control the general en-
vironment was limi ted largely to radio . Now union leaders 
are beginning to emph asi ze gr eater public accept ance in 
order to break down white co l lar resistance to l abor unions . 
l7lLivingstone, The American Federationist , 
LXVIII, P • 9 · 
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Now the American Federation of Labor-Congress of Industrial 
Organizations has broadened its public relations program 
and increased expenditures from ~750,000 to $1.2 million 
per ye ar. This program includes more television and movies, 
a speaker' s bureau , college scholarships, wider distribu-
tion of union leadership, and more indocrination of educa-
tion and opinion leaders . 172 
George Strauss describes what he considers the 
two basic approaches to organizing . These are the "factory" 
and "middle class" approaches . In the f a ctory approach , 
organizers adopt the same techniques with white collar 
workers as they use in the f a ctory . They seek to build 
up hostility to the boss. Emphasi s is on the great gains 
won by industrial workers . lfuite collar people are urged 
to jtunp on the bandwagon. The work is done t h rough large 
meetings and blustery speeches . The 11middle Class" approa-
ch emphasizes respectibility, which is emphasized by a 
change of name or terminology . Words like "employern and 
"office relations committee" . The class struggle is de-
emphasized . Emphas is is on em9loyee problems with the 
union represented as an instrument for solving them. Some 
organizers p oint out that unions protect professional stan-
dards and dignity and establish promotional opportunities 
172 11 Here Comes Union Drive on Office Workers," 
Nation 's Busines s, XXXXVII, pp . 71-72. 
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bases on real merit rather than favoritism . Although eco-
nomic themes are mentioned , emphasis is on employees pro -
tection rather than fi ghting the boss. They point out how 
seniority provides security and eliminates favoritism and 
how the unions will bring wages up to a 11decent" or "pro-
fessional" level. Usually white collar workers are less 
antagonistic to this approach than the factory approach 
because it presents unionism as the best way to attain 
middle class -goals. In effect, the first approach asks 
white collar workers to give up their "vain delusions," 
and accept the fact they are no better off than wage work-
ers . l73 
Prospects for the future include a reorganization 
and revitalization of the American Federation of Labor-Con-
gr ess of Industrial Organization's Education Department 
under a new director . Intensive training in white collar 
psychology and organizing techniques will be given to 
present organizers . Moreover , it is recommended that a sub-
stantial member of special white collar organizers be hired 
from the ranks of college graduates and given specialized 
training . 174 These are long term measures and have not 
been acted upon up to the present time . 
173strauss, Harvard Business Review, XXXII, p. 75 · 
174u uest for Unionists Getting Tougher," 11 Busi-
ness Week", P • 56. 
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Specific Organizing Tactics175 
The companies to be organized are selected by two 
methods. Sometimes the union "goes in cold" with no indi-
cation of employee interest in companies where it is known 
that the union is in a good position . However , usually the 
uni on organizes only when it is contacted directly by em-
ployees or where other unions turn leads over to t hem. 176 
The procedure at thi s p oint is outlined by the organizer 's 
handbook as follows : 
\Vhere such le ads h ave been given to us either direct-
ly, we should proceed to visit the home of these in-
terested employees for purposes of ascerta ining the 
amount of interest in organization ••• We may im-
mediately proceed to institute a "word of mouth" 
campa ign if the leads are promising . 77 
If there is no initial contact with workers, the 
union must resort to leaflets . 
These leaflets should be po inted as much as possible 
toward the existing grievances within the company ••• 
Leaflets in all instances should have a simple enroll-
ment card attached with the return address on the 
reverse side and a prepaid postal uermit on it. It 
should be made as e a sy as possible for an individual 
to sign a card and drop it in the mailbox for trans-
mi ttal to the union . It is imperative that each leaf-
l75The following pre sentation discusses the meth-
ods used by the Office Employees Internationa l Union ; how-
ever , the methods of other white collar unions are simi lar . 
l76coughlin, Mana~ement Re cord, XXIV, p. 15 . 
177office Employees International Union , Organ-
izational Techniques and Procedures, (Washington D.C., 
April l, 1959), P • 3· 
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let emphasize the fac t that t hese cards are kept in 
absolute secrecy, both by the union and by the Nation-
al Labor Relations
8
Board when we petition that Board 
for an election .17 
The pe ople who respond t hen become the inplant 
nucleus . The goa l is to establish a committee which in-
eludes workers of le adership ability, who are respe cted by 
other workers and have influence with t hem. If t here was 
no r esponse to the le af l e ts, the organizer trys to l earn 
the re s taurants , bowling alleys , and other soci a l acti vities 
of the wor kers in order to e stablish friendly cont act there . 
If this method also fails to stimulate interest, then the 
organizer ceases hi s efforts . 179 
There are many variations t o this procedure and 
the organizer is urged to use his own imagination in deter-
mi ning the needs of the situation . Sometimes a r affle is 
held and the workers write down their names, and addr e sses, 
and phone numbers on the stubs . Naturally, the name of the 
sponsoring organization (the union) does not appear on the 
raff l~ ticket . 180 Sometimes company lists for Christmas 
cards are procured for the union by some sympathetic person 
•th• th . t• 181 Wl ln e organlza lon . 
l7Sibid . , p . 4. 
179coughlin, Management Record, XXIV , p . 17 . 
l80ibid . 
181Lange, Office Executive, XXXIII, p . 17 . 
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Once organization committees are formed, the union 
makes use of s u rveys it has been conducting since the deci-
sion to organize was made . These surveys allow the union 
to speak with knowledge and authority on such matters as 
wage rates, wage increases, benefits, morale of the workers, 
and their g rievan ces. Organizers also dis cuss status feel-
ing s with prospective members al ong with the other problems. 
They explain that uniop membershi p is encouraged under exis-
ting legislation. The word "professionaltt is used verbal-
ly with the implication that office and clerical pe ople can 
li ken themselves to professionals. E~phasis is on the 
gains attained by ~usicians, radio and television actors, 
screen actors, airline pilots, and other professionals 
through collective bargaining . This reminder tends to 
shake their mi sconceptions that unions are for blue collar 
workers only . 182 The a ctions and arguments which manage-
ment usua lly employs to forestall organizing attempts are 
p redicted and examined in these committee me etings . 
Management wi ll use the regular arguments to fi ght 
our union. They wi ll, in effect, cast aspersions to 
our le adershi p , referring to us as strangers who are 
not versed in the e mployee's particul ar needs or the 
business conducted by the company . Management will 
also tell employees that they may lose their individ-
ual r ight to bargain when a union comes in the off ice. 
They may stress high dues and initiation fees. I n 
some cases they may state that the p ublic which buys 
and consumes the manufactured ~reduct will lose con-
l82 coughlin, Management Record , XXIV, pp . 18 -19. 
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fidence in the firm because of the f act their cleri-
cals are organized . 1e3 
Following is the guide for an organizat i onal 
speech: 184 
1. uote the law. 
2. Outline the reasons for unioni zation in the particular 
company involved, such as poor wage s, inadequate sick 
l e ave program, l a ck of p roper classification, rate 
ranges, the existence of nepotism, favoritism, the 
absence of seniority r i shts, and the need for he alth, 
welfare, and pension funds . 
3 · After the reasons for unionization have been estab-
lished, necessity f or si gned enrollment cards must be 
clear . Prospec t ive members must re alize that we re-
quire 30% of the el i gible employees to s ign cards in 
order to obtai n recognition or gain an electi on through 
the National Labor Relat ions Board . 
4 · Employees seeking unionization should be told tha t 
management will use all t ypes of devices to change 
t heir t hinking . 
5· The de mocratic procedures of the union should be des-
cribed in detail . For example, it sh ould be emphasized 
t hat strikes can be ca lled only if a majority of t he 
employees concerned have voted for such a ction by 
secret ballot . It should also be noted tha t a majority 
of the employees, at a meet i ng ca lled for tha t purpose, 
have the right to either ratify or reject a prop osed 
collective bargaining agreement . 
6. Prospective members should be made to understand t ha t 
they will be ade quately represented by negotiating com-
mittees at the bargaining table . 
Therefore, the basic organizational tool is the 
organizing committee composed of the organizer and discon-
tented workers . This committee attempts to secure signa-
l83office Employees International Union, Organiza-
tional Techniques and Procedures, pp . 7-8 . 
l84Ibid . , PP • 11-12 . 
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tures from at least 30% and preferably, a majority of the 
employees. At this time the m1ion will ask management for 
recognition. The employer may be willing to recognize 
the union quickly and without the necessity of a National 
Labor Relations Board election . This employer and union 
can agree to a procedure in which a disinterested third 
party c ompares employees signatures of emp loyer payroll 
records . If the card check discloses that a majority of 
the empl oyees in an appropria te bargaining unit have de-
signated the union as their bargaining agent , the employer 
may legally recognize and bargain with the union. If the 
empl oyer refuses to recognize the union, the union peti -
tions the local office of the Nat i onal Labor Relations 
Board . The outcome of this electi on determines the success 
of the union's organizing strategy . 185 
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APPENDIX B. COMPARISON OF ~ HITE COLLAR AND 
BLUE COLLAR-uNIONS 
c. Wright Mills feels that the psychology of 
white collar unionism is the s ame as for blue collar work-
ers. In both cases it is "expedient" and "instrumental", 
rather than principled and ideological. In due course, 
wage workers and white collar workers form the s ame type 
of unions. There is nothing distinctive about white collar 
unionism . Variations in militancy among the t wo types of 
unions is very slight . Both the white collar and blue 
collar classes are moving closer· together, soci ally and 
ideologically. Together, they form a kind of lower- middle 
186 class pressure group . 
However, the Staff Seminar sponsored by the In-
dustrial Union Division of the American Federation of Labor-
Congress of Industrial Organizations and the American Labor 
Education Service, stressed the fact that there are certain 
areas of di f ference . ~Vhite collar workers enjoy and expect 
to enjoy longer vacations than t h ose which have been ne-
gotiated for blue collar workers . Sick leave plans are 
typically enjoyed by white collar workers while they have 
only limited application in union agreements covering blue 
collar workers . There might be some slight tendency on the 
186Mills, PP • 315- 319 . 
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part of some wnite collar workers to have a shorter-run 
employment perspective . They may be , on the average, young-
er and include many women who do not have a full commitment 
to an occupational career . This shorter perspective may 
cause them to have less interest in pensions, life insur-
ance, and supplemental benefits . However, recently many 
white collar workers, including women, realize that they 
are 11 committed 11 to a job career, and their need for secur-
ity and income protection -is similar to that of manual 
workers. It was clearly agreed that experience to date 
strongly supports the idea that where vvhi te collar and 
blue collar workers are organized in the same company by 
the s ame union, it is wise to provide separate contracts 
187 
covering each of the different groups . 
' It is difficult to generalize about the attitude 
toward strikes among white collar union members . There 
does se em to be some feeling that there is less militancy 
and less willingness to strike among such groups . It does 
seem to depend upon occupation . The aggressive character 
of British draftsmen and supervisors, and American engineers 
and airline pilots may reflect a surer sense of profession 
or occupation . The opposite is probably true of the white 
collar clerk . 188 
Service, 
187I . U.D., AFL- CIO, and American Labor Education 
Summary Report of Staff Seminar, pp . 4-5 · 
188Kassalow, Harvard Business Review, XXXX, pp . 48-
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The trend is exemplified by the Office Employees 
International Union . Strikes are very infrequent in this 
union. The constitution requires a majority vote by secret 
ballot before a request for authority to strike can come 
to the president for approval . Every measure short of 
strike is insisted upon before it is authorized. The strike 
policy is emphasized in organizing campaigns. Howard Cough-
lin, president of the union, feels that while white collar 
workers are less ready to strike than blue collar workers, 
support of an existing strike is usually good. This is a 
function of the care which is exercized before calling a 
strike. Things are usually so bad that it is not dif f icult 
189 to gain support. 
Attendance at meetings and participation in union 
activities is usually lower on the part of white collar 
union members . However, this is highly variable depend-
ing upon the type of program offered . Mhere a distinctive -
ly "middle class 11 program is offered, participation is 
raised. Educational programs such as movies and education-
al sessions go over well. In clerica l locals with a high 
percentage of young, unmarried girls, dances, card parties, 
f a sh ion shows, and television studio visits are popular. 
It is relatively easy to get people to take on "respectable" 
jobs like chairman of the United Fundj but it is harder to 
189coughlin, Management Record, XXIV, p. 19. 
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get them to become shop steward . Successful meetings are 
usually conducted in a professional manner like the Rotary 
Club . Activities in locals of clerical workers are much 
like those of women's clubs with cons iderable social activ-
ity . l90 
The characteristics which make white collar work-
ers difficult to organize also make it hard for unions to 
negotiate and administer a contract. They object to uni-
formity of treatment which has no regard for individual 
merit. 1Nhen white collar unions do have traditional union 
attitudes, it is because they have moved toward this stage 
through an unconscious process of trial and error. In the 
early stages of organization, white collar workers will not 
accept strict seniority as a basis for layoffs and promo-
tions. Collective bargaining for office workers is more 
dif f icult. Job descriptions and job evaluations take long-
er because so many jobs are unique . Because status is so 
important, petty jealousies and minor disagreements become 
inflated . l9l 
Strauss concludes that the relationship of white 
collar locals to factory locals is typical of the relation-
shi p to the union movement as a whole. Although their ob-
jectives have become similar, the techniques used in achiev-
19°strauss, Harvard Business Review, XXXII, p. 77 • 
191rbid ., p. 78 . 
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ing them are different. The white collar worker wants to 
maintain his separate identity. 192 
Most union officials admit that white collar 
workers have different needs and interests from production 
workers . Among them are greater interest in pay based on 
merit and travel allowances and less interest in seniority 
and compulsory union membership. 193 But they also feel 
that similarities between the two groups are much greater 
than any differences. The approach to white collar organiz-
ing will pose some new problems; but once these workers are 
organized, there will be few differences between their 
unions and blue collar unions. This opinion was given by 
the staff seminar after studying the contracts of several 
white collar unions and comparing them to typical blue 
collar union contracts.194 
192rbid., p . 81. 
l93ncoming Union Tarp:etsu, Nation's Business, 
XXXXVIII, (August, 1960), P • 4 8 . 
l94r.u.D., AFL-CIO, and the American Labor Educa-
tion Service, Summary Report of Staff Seminar, p . 5· 
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